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possible explanation of the adsorption behavior of U(VT). Alteration of the sorbent
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Contaminant transport in ground water is an important process that affects a host
of natural environmental systems. Transport of contaminants is affected by many
processes, including aqueous complexation, adsorption, and redox reactions. One of the
most important components of aquifers that controls the transport of contaminants is iron-
oxides. In this study, the effects of iron-oxides on an inorganic radionuclide and
representative organic contaminants were studied. Specifically, the role of iron-oxides in
the adsorption of U(VI) on natural iron-rich sands, and the reduction of carbon
tetrachloride (CT) and nitrobenzene (NB) by oxide coated gold electrodes was
investigated.
iron-oxides are ubiquitous in soils and sediments. Precipitation, dissolution, and
reprecipitation of these oxides continually occur in a water borne system, which lends to
iron-oxides appearing as coatings on sediments and soils. Iron-oxides also have a large
surface area as compared with other components of soils, which leads to much of the
surface area of soils being attributable to iron-oxides. Both of these factors allow iron-
oxides to control adsorption properties of soils even if they are minor components.
Therefore, an understanding of the interaction of a contaminant with iron-oxides is an
important component of a subsurface transport model.
In this thesis, two processes affecting the transport of contaminants in the
subsurface environment will be focused on: adsorption and reduction. The role of iron-
oxides in each of these processes will be investigated. The research reported in this thesis2
is separated into three manuscript chapters. A general introduction is written for each
chapter, below.
Modeling Adsorption of U(VI) to Heterogeneous Iron-Rich Sorbents (Chapter 2)
Because of their hazardous potential, transport of radioactive heavy metals
through the subsurface environment is an especially important process. These metals
must be isolated from the biosphere, yet inadequate disposal efforts have lead to the
leaching of radionuclides away from disposal sites (Olsen et al., 1986). Because iron-
oxides are strong adsorbents of heavy metals, they are one of the most important factors
controlling the transport of heavy metals in ground water. In this study (Chapter 2), the
effect of iron-oxides on the adsorption of U(VI) to heterogeneous environmental sands is
investigated.
Uranium can exist in a host of oxidation states. The most stable oxidation state in
aerated aqueous solutions is U(VI) (Langmuir, 1978). U(IV) is another common
oxidation state, but it is effectively insoluble under most environmental conditions.
Therefore, transport of uranium occurs mainly in the VI oxidation state. U(VI) exists in
many forms in aqueous solution as seen in Figure 1. 1.UO22is the predominant species
at low pH values. As the aqueous pH increases, a host of hydrolysis products are formed
from U(VI) and surrounding water molecules. If carbonate is present, species involving
carbonate will predominate at high pH values. The complicated aqueous chemistry of
U(VI) may translate into complicated adsorption phenomena.3
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Figure 1.1. Aqueous speciation of U(VI) as a function of pH.
[CO22] = atm, [U(VI)] =1tM,and0.01 MNat Calculated using
reaction constants from Grenthe et al. (1992).
Adsorption of U(VI) on iron minerals is of great importance because of the
affinity of U(VI) for iron-oxides and the widespread occurrence of these oxides in the
subsurface environment. U(VI) adsorption on iron minerals has been studied by many
workers (Hsi and Langmuir,1985;Payne et al.,1994;Waite et al.,1994;Redden et al.,
1998). Most attempts to characterize adsorption ofUO22have involved synthetic
minerals in laboratory environments. These studies on synthetic or pure minerals offer
insight about adsorption ofUO22onto an iron-rich surface, but applicability of
laboratory based models for real, heterogeneous environmental sorbents remains open to
question.One commonly used approach for describing adsorption of a chemical species on
a mineral sorbent is a surface complexation model (SCM) (Davis and Kent, 1990). The
initial implementation of SCMs used a single site with an electrostatic component to
describe adsorption. Severe limitations for this type of model became apparent when
applied to multi-component systems or data gathered over a wide range of conditions.
The SCM idea was expanded by using more than one site to describe adsorption by a
mineral sorbent. With this approach, adsorption is described as a superposition of
Langmuir type adsorption sites. Equation 1.1 describes the summation of Langmuir
isotherms to determine the overall isotherm.
KCWTI
CsI (1.1)
iSI1+KC
where C is the adsorbed concentration, C is the aqueous concentration of the analyte, T
is the site concentration of surface sites of type i, K1is the reaction constant of the
adsorption reaction between the analyte and surface sites of type i, and n is the total
number of surface site types involved in adsorption of an analyte. Figure 1.2 represents
the summation of three Langmuir isotherms to model a typical environmental isotherm.
The mathematical models described above can be incorporated into transport code
and used to help describe the transport of U(VI) through iron-rich materials.
Determination of the abundance and affinity of iron sites that adsorb U(VI)
(T1and K in
Equation 1.1) is an important component of these comprehensive transport models.5
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Figure 1.2. Representation of a Freundlich isotherm (n =0.5,logKF = -3)by
multiple Langmuir isotherms.
Generally, parameterizing a mathematical model which describes adsorption of
metals to heterogeneous environmental sorbents has been approached in two ways
(Westall et al.,1998).In the classical approach, adsorption isotherms of heterogeneous
environmental sorbents are hypothesized to be some linear combination of isotherms of
the components that make up the heterogeneous material (Cowan et al.,1992,Waite et
al.,1992).Equation1.2mathematically describes the classical approach to modeling
adsorption.
A separate model must be developed for all the components that influence
adsorption and weights (wi,w2, w3,andW4in Equation1.2)for each of these models
must be assigned to each of the components to determine the overall adsorption:C WICsironoxide+ +W3Csorgafljc +W4Cscay + (1.2)
where C is the concentration of analyte sorbed to each of the individual components of
the heterogeneous environmental sorbent. Adsorption of metals on pristine reference
materials, such as laboratory synthesized oxides, is studied in a laboratory environment.
The individual isotherms of reference materials are weighted to form a model which may
predict adsorption data gathered on the heterogeneous sorbent of interest.
In a second approach, theaffinityspectrum approach, heterogeneous
environmental sorbents of interest are themselves used in adsorption experiments. A
semi-empirical model based on some distribution of complex properties is used to
represent the data because of the complexity of the environmental sorbent. When using
this approach, one generally fixes the surface reaction constants (K1in Equation 1.1) and
adjusts the individual site concentrations (T in Equation 1.1) to best describe adsorption
data gathered on the heterogeneous environmental sorbent of interest. The affinity
spectrum approach for modeling adsorption data systematically simplifies models and
usually allows for better interpolation of adsorption data than the classical approach
because the sorption data are modeled directly.
The Effect of Citrate on U(VI) Adsorption (Chapter 3)
The presence of chelators can drastically affect the adsorption and transport
behavior of heavy metals. Several studies have found enhanced migration of heavy metal
contaminants away from disposal facilities in the presence of complexing agents (Means
et al., 1978; Olsen et al., 1986; Price and Ames, 1976, Killey et al., 1984). A number of
laboratory studies have also produced similar results (Elliott and Denneny, 1982;7
Azizian,1998).By contrast, enhanced adsorption has also been observed (Redden et al.,
1998,Zachara et al.,1995,Girvin et al.,1993).Because of the large contrast in the
adsorption behavior of heavy metals in the presence of chelators, the effect of a specific
organic complexing agent and a heavy metal must be know to effectively model transport
of a heavy metal in the presence of chelators. In this chapter, the effect of citrate on the
adsorption of U(VI) to a heterogeneous sand was investigated.
Shown in Figure1.3are several reactions that can affect the adsorption properties
of a heavy metal (M) in the presence of an organic complexing agent (L). These reactions
include, but are not limited to, strong solution complexes between a complexing agent
and a heavy metal (I), redox phenomena (II), ternary complexes between the surface and
a metal-ligand complex (III), and surface alteration of a sorbent (IV).
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of some possible reaction
mechanisms for altering the adsorption behavior of a metal. I) strong
aqueous complex, II) redox reaction with a complexing agent as mediator
or electron donor, III) ternary surface complex, IV) surface alteration.[i]
[]
Citrate was chosen as a mode! organic complexing agent. As with other
complexing agents, citrate can complicate U(VI) adsorption phenomena by increasing,
decreasing, or not appreciably influencing adsorption depending on the sorbent of
interest, the concentration of citrate, and the aqueous pH (Redden et al., 1998).
One little-studied mechanism that could change the adsorption properties of
U(VI) is surface alteration (Figure 1.3, IV). Citrate has been found to effectively extract
amorphous Fe when used with ascorbate (Reyes and Torrent, 1997), and ligand promoted
dissolution has been found to alter oxide surfaces by many workers (Kraemer et al., 1998;
Holmen and Casey, 1996, Klewicki and Morgan, 1999). Therefore, citrate could alter the
surface of a sorbent both physically (e.g., loss of surface area) and chemically (e.g.,
change in the chemical composition of adsorbing oxide phases). Alteration of the
heterogeneous environmental sorbent surface was found to be the main process
controlling the adsorption behavior of U(VI) in the presence of citrate.
Influence of Iron-Oxide on Reduction by Zero-Valent Metals (Chapter 4)
The degradation of organic contaminants in-situ (in ground) is an important
remediation technique that can be used to destroy hazardous contaminants without the
expense of physically removing them from the subsurface environment. One promising
technology that can be used to achieve in-situ degradation of organic contaminants is a
permeable reactive barrier (PRB). Because of the abundance and low cost of zero-valent
iron, it has been used extensively as a medium for PRBs (Tratnyek, 1996). One important
factor affecting the performance of zero-valent iron PRBs is the presence iron-oxide. In
this study, the role of iron-oxide on the reduction rate of two model organic contaminants
(CT and NB) was investigated.Figure 1.4 illustrates one common mode for using zero-valent iron PRBs in the
subsurface environment. Ideally, a contaminant(Cd4)is transported from a point source
(a contaminant well in Figure 1.4) through the subsurface by groundwater flow. The
contaminant is transported through the zero-valent iron PRB and is reduced within the
PRB to non-hazardous chemicals(CH4andcrin Figure 1.4).
Conta niina ut El tiuiie
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Figure 1.4. The reduction ofCC14by a zero-valent iron PRB.
The use of zero-valent iron as a medium for PRBs has produced encouraging
results. Laboratory and field studies have been conducted to help understand the
chemistry of the PRB system (Tratnyek,1996),with the rate of contaminant degradation
in these systems garnering the most focus (Johnson et al.,1996;Agrawal and Tratnyek,
1996;Sayles et al.,1997).Understanding what controls the rate of contaminant reduction
is of considerable importance, because it has direct bearing on the choice of the medium
and on the design of PRBs. Most investigators attempting to quantify the kinetics of
contaminant degradation by zero-valent iron have used bulk techniques, suchas column10
or batch reaction systems, with no control over the formation of oxides (Sayles et al.,
1997;Johnson and Tratnyek,1994;Agrawal and Tratnyek,1996).
Because batch and column studies afford little control over some important
variables, a number of issues still limit progress toward a comprehensive understanding
of the factors affecting the degradation rate of contaminants in iron-bearing systems.
There is uncertainty as to how the growth of an oxide film affects the rate of degradation
of contaminants. Also, the relationship between the Fe(II) content of an oxide and the rate
of contaminant reduction is not well understood, even though work has been established
in this area (Stratmann and Muller,1994;Klausen et al.,1995).There is also uncertainty
as to what fundamental factor is more important in the reduction of contaminant organics
at an iron-oxide surface: the transport of the contaminant to the site of the reaction or the
chemical reaction itself Even more specifically, if the transport of a contaminant to a
reaction site is important, is transport through the pores of an oxide more important than
transport to the surface of an oxide. All of these issues are of great importance in
identifying promising enhancements to full-scale PRB remediation techniques.
The issues outlined above can be addressed by reducing the fairly complex system
of zero-valent iron, covered by an iron-oxide to two fairly simple systems:1)a bare zero-
valent iron electrode with no oxide coating and 2) a noble metal electrode with an iron-
oxide film (Figure 1.5). Scherer et al.(1997)studied reduction of CT on a bare iron
electrode, concluding that the reaction was limited by electron transfer from the zero-
valent iron to the CT. We have focused on depositing iron-oxide films on a gold electrode
and studying the kinetics of organic contaminant reduction.Ox
e(4
i(Red
Ox
=
Red
'Ox
+Au(0)
Rd
Figure 1.5. Reduction of the Fe(0)-contaminant-oxide system into two
simpler systems: 1) oxide-free Fe(0) electrode and 2) noble metal electrode
with iron-oxide film.
One issue that cannot be addressed by reducing the system to simpler components
is the role of mass transport to the surface of the oxide. But, this can be addressed by
creating a well-defined flow-through system that controls mass transport of organic
contaminants in the aqueous phase. Control of mass transport allows for determination of
its effects on reduction of organic contaminants. A system approximating a wall-jet
configuration was used to accomplish this task.
Figure 1.6 shows the flow dynamics of the wall-jet electrode. A stagnant film
model is used to describe the effect of mass transport on reduction rates. As the flow rate
increases the thickness of the stagnant film (diffusion layer) is decreased. Therefore,
controlling the flow rate allows for systematic control over the portion of the current that
is limited by mass transport to the surface of the oxide.12
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Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of flow in a wall jet electrode
cell.
The combination of an Fe(ITI)-oxide coated gold electrode and a wall-jet electrode
was used to address a number of issues outlined above. The fundamental mechanism of
reduction and the factors affecting the overall reduction rate were investigated by varying
the Fe(II) content in the iron-oxide (electrochemically), controlling the mass transport of
chemicals to the oxide surface, and varying the thickness of the oxide film. In this study,
transport of model contaminants (CT and NB) through the iron-oxide film was found to
control the rate of reduction.
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Abstract
Adsorption of U(VI) on natural iron-rich sands from Oyster, VA was studied over
a range of U(VI) concentrations (0.1-100 jiM), pH values(3-7.6),and dithionite-citrate-
bicarbonate (DCB) extractable Fe(3.1-12.3jimol/g). Four modeling approaches were
applied to adsorption data gathered on six iron-coated sands. The ability of each model to
interpolate the U(VI) adsorption data was evaluated. A two-site, laboratory-based, diffuse
double layer, surface complexation model (SCM) was applied to the data (Model I).
Model I was originally calibrated for synthetic ferrihydrite by Waite et al. (1994), yet
Model I was surprisingly accurate considering the magnitude of approximations
necessary for application of the laboratory based model natural sands. The surface and
solution reactions used for Model I, along with the treatment of the electric double layer
(EDL), were used in Model II. Model II was calibrated to a portion of U(VI) adsorption
data for each sand, and then used to predict adsorption data for the same sand under
different experimental conditions. Model II did not increase the accuracy of the
predictions made with Model I. Two, four-site affinity spectrum SCMs, Models III and
IV, were used to improve interpolation of the adsorption data with respect to Models I
and II. Model III was based on a discrete log K spectrum approach, and Model IV was
attained from adjusting all surface stability constants and site concentrations for all
surface sites. Both affinity spectrum SCMs did not explicitly consider the EDL or surface
hydrolysis reactions. Models III and IV interpolated the U(VI) adsorption data with great
accuracy.
Model I provides evidence supporting the practice of using pure phase
thermodynamic reaction constants for describing the adsorption characteristics of18
environmentally important sorbents in certain simple cases. Yet, affinity spectrum
approaches (Models III and IV) become increasingly important as more accurate
interpolation of adsorption data is necessary, the sorbent becomes increasingly complex,
or the range of experimental conditions expands.
Introduction
Adsorption of uranyl ion (U(VI) or UO22) on iron minerals has been studied by
many workers (Hsi and Langmuir,1985;Payne et al.,1994;Waite et al.,1994;Redden et
al.,1998).Most attempts to characterize adsorption ofUO22have involved synthetic
minerals in laboratory environments. These studies on synthetic or pure minerals offer
insight about adsorption ofUO22onto an iron-rich surface, but applicability of
laboratory based models for real, heterogeneous environmental sorbents remains open to
question.
Modeling adsorption of U(V1) on iron-rich surfaces is important for the
development of comprehensive transport codes that predict the fate of U(VT) in the
subsurface environment. Spatial variation of iron throughout the subsurface environment
can be included in a transport model. Therefore, the adsorption behavior of U(VI) on the
iron minerals of interest must be established to adequately model retention of U(VI) by
iron-rich subsurface minerals.
One commonly used approach for describing adsorption of a chemical species on
a mineral sorbent is a surface complexation model (SCM) (Davis and Kent,1990).A
SCM is a mathematical model used to describe adsorption by a mineral sorbent as a
superposition of Langmuir type adsorption sites. The concentration and affinity of these
sites calculated for a specific SCM can be mathematically projected onto a mineral19
surface to incorporate specific adsorption characteristics of the mineral sorbent in a
transport model. Therefore, when describing the transport of U(VI) through iron-rich
materials, the determination of the abundance and affinity of iron sites that adsorb U(VI)
is an important component of a comprehensive transport model.
Generally, modeling adsorption of metals to heterogeneous environmental
sorbents by SCMs has been approached in two ways (Westall et al.,1998).In the first
approach, which will be termed the classical approach, adsorption isotherms of
heterogeneous environmental sorbents are hypothesized to be some linear combination of
isotherms of the components that make up the heterogeneous material (Cowan et al.,
1992;Waite et al.,1992).Adsorption of metals on pristine reference materials, such as
laboratory synthesized oxides, is then studied to determine adsorption behavior of the
reference material in a laboratory environment. The individual isotherms of reference
materials are weighted to form a model which may predict adsorption data gathered on
the heterogeneous sorbent of interest. When this approach is used, adsorption on
heterogeneous environmental material is not studied directly, except to verify model
predictions. The classical approach is advantageous to control laboratory conditions,
obtain detailed structural information of molecular interactions, and gather orderly data.
There are also major difficulties in using reference materials to describe heterogeneous
materials. First, natural heterogeneous materials are not easily approximated by
laboratory synthesized minerals (Waite et al.,1992)and adequate reduction of a
heterogeneous environmental sorbent into individual components may not be possible
(e.g., humic acids). Also, relating constants used for a reference material to easily
measurable characteristics of heterogeneous environmental sorbents is difficult. In20
particular, concentrations of complexing surface sites may be difficult to estimate from
measurable characteristics of the natural materials. Difficulties involved in the
application of classical SCMs to data gathered on natural materials from the field have
limited their use (Loux et al.,1989Mueller and Sigg,1990,Smith, 1991). Also, the
classical approach to modeling is very time consuming and requires gathering large
amounts of experimental data.
In a second approach, which will be termed theaffinityspectrum approach,
heterogeneous environmental sorbents of interest are themselves used in adsorption
experiments. A semi-empirical model based on some distribution of complex properties
is used to represent the data because the complexity of the environmental sorbent
precludes detailed molecular-level structural information (Westall et al., 1995). Previous
studies have used a discrete log K spectrum (DLKS) approach with no electric double
layer (EDL) correction to describe adsorption to heterogeneous environmental materials
(ernIk et al.,1996).The affinity spectrum approach for modeling adsorption data
systematically simplifies models and usually allows for better interpolation of adsorption
data than the classical approach. The advantages of this approach are that the
heterogeneous environmental sorbent is studied directly, so that no extrapolation from
reference materials is necessary, and a relatively simple model can be used to describe
adsorption. A disadvantage is that data gathered from experiments on heterogeneous
materials may be difficult to interpret because of the inability to control natural
phenomena during experiments, such as spatial pH variations and dissolution of the
soluble materials from the sorbent. In this study, we attempt to evaluate both modeling
approaches as applied to U(VI) adsorption on natural iron-coated sands.21
A measure of the goodness of the fit known as the weighted sum of squares over
the number of data points(f/N)will be used to quantitate the accuracy of an individual
model with specific error estimates (Herbelin and Westall, 1999).
Experimental
Materials and Characterization Methods
A primary U(VI) stock solution (10 mM UO22) was prepared from analytical
grade uranyl nitrate solid (238UO2(NO3)26H20) from Fluka (Ronkonkoma, NY) by
diluting with 1% HNO3. All secondary standards and aliquots to adsorption experiments
were diluted from this primary stock solution.
Naturally coated hydrous metal oxide coated sands were collected from a
sampling pit located on the southern tip of the Delmarva Peninsula in Virginia, near the
village of Oyster. The borrow pit site that contains surface exposures of the lower portion
of the Butlers Bluff Member of the Nassawadox Formation (Mixon, 1985). Exposed in
the Oyster borrow pit are cross-stratified sands, horizontally-bedded sands, shelly
gravelly sands (DeFlaun et al., 1997). The primary mineralogy consists of quartz with
varying amounts of lithic fragments and shell (replaced by secondary hydrous iron
oxide). In addition, minor amounts of feldspars and dark minerals (primarily hornblende
and ilmenite) are present. Secondary minerals include extensive hydrous iron oxide
(ranging from 2 to 100 mmol/g Fe) and very minor clay minerals (primarily kaolinite
replacing feldspars with some smectites). The distribution of secondary hydrous iron
oxide coatings are visibly striking and strongly correlated with sedentary depositional
features including: 1) coarse poorly sorted lag deposits several cm thick, 2) thin (mm
thick) erosion surfaces and tops of individual cross-beds, 3) replacing fossil surf clam22
shells, and 4) cross-cutting primary sedimentary structures. Although at the time of
deposition significant calcium carbonate (in the form of shell fragments) occurred in the
sections, the calcium carbonate has been completely replace primarily by hydrous iron
oxides.
Table 2.1. Characteristics of Oyster, VA sand samples.
Extractable FeExtractable AlSurface Area Cation Exchange
Sample (1mol/g)a (plmol/g)a (m2/g)" Capacity
(meg/g)c
BS-3 12.8 22.0 1.51 1.10
BS-4 3.1 7.2 0.50 0.74
BS-5 10.2 11.5 1.40 0.69
BS-6 4.8 6.8 0.44 0.32
BS-7 7.1 4.8 0.36 0.36
BS-8 4.1 3.7 0.25 0.26
Sample extractable Fe and Al measured with dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate extraction (Jackson et al., 1986).
Surface area determined by multi-point B.E.T. gas adsorption (Brunauer et al., 1938).
Cation exchange capacity measured by sodium exchange (Hesse. 1971).
Total surface areas were determined by multi-point B.E.T. gas adsorption
measurements (Brunauer et al.,1938)using a Gemini2360Rapid Surface Area Analyzer.
Extractable iron and aluminum were determined by buffered dithionite-citrate-
bicarbonate reductive extractions and acid ammonium oxalate in the dark extractions.
Procedures for both of these methods are given by Jackson et al.(1986).Cation exchange
capacity was determined by saturating the sediment exchange sites using 1.0 M sodium
acetate and exchanging the sodium for ammonium with 1.0 M ammonium acetate
followed by quantification of the exchanged sodium by ICP (Hesse,1971).Table 2.1
presents the measured chemical and physical characteristics of the 6 Oyster borrow pit
samples used for this study.23
Adsorption Experiments
Experimental data were gathered in the form of pH adsorption edges (the portion
of the pFT range studied where adsorption of U(VI) increases from almost zero to 100%)
at total UO22 concentrations of 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 j.tM for two sand samples (BS-3 and
BS-8). Adsorption experiments for the four remaining samples were performed at one
total UO22 concentration (1 1iM). The pH range studied was 3.0 to 7.6.
Adsorption data were gathered from batch type experiments. A 20 g/L sand
sample was added to a 50 mL polycarbonate centrifuge tube with 0.01 MNaC1O4as the
supporting electrolyte. Before addition of UO22, the sand slurry was shaken for 24 hours
at 200 rpm and 25 °C to pre-equilibrate the sand with the aqueous phase. At the end of
the 24 hour period, theUO22was added to the centrifuge tube along with NaOH and
HCIO4to adjust the pH to the desired value. The solution was shaken for 48 hours at
200 rpm and 25 °C to equilibrate the system (equilibration time determined by kinetics
experiments, the results of which are not shown). The caps of the centrifuge tubes had
3 mm holes to promote equilibration with atmospheric CO2. Adsorption equilibration
time forCO2was determined independently to be less than the 48 hours necessary for
UO22adsorption equilibrium. The samples were then centrifuged for 30 minutes at
approximately 12000 rpm to separate the aqueous and the solid phases. Aliquots of the
supernatant were transferred to sample tubes and diluted with 1%HNO3prior to
determination of U(VI) by ICP-MS.
The supernatant was then transferred to a clean centrifuge tube leaving wet sand.
The pH of the supernatant was measured and the wet sand was freeze dried to remove
any residual water. The amount of water contained in the sand (and hence the amount of24
aqueous U(VI) associated with the wet sand) was found by the difference of the masses
of the original sample and the freeze dried sample. The dry sand was then transferred to a
clean centrifuge tube. An aliquot of 1%I-1NO3was added to both the tube used for the
adsorption experiment (to extract theUO22from the centrifuge tube) and the clean tube
with the dried sand (to extract U(V1) adsorbed to the iron-rich sands). The tubes were
shaken for 48 hours at 200 rpm and 25 °C to ensure complete extraction. Aliquots from
both tubes were diluted for measurement by ICP-MS.UO22concentration was
determined by mass for all adsorption experiments.
The total aqueous concentration of iron (dissolved or suspended in the aqueous
phase during the adsorption experiment) in the supernatant after centrifugation was
determined by the phenanthroline photometric method (Greenburg et al., 1992). It was
determined that aqueous Fe colloids did not have a significant effect on the adsorption of
U(VI) by the iron-rich sands studied.
Analysisof U(VI) by ICP-MS
The samples were analyzed for U(VI) with a Fisons VG PlasmaQuad 11+ ICP-MS
with a concentric nebulizer and a Gilson 221 auto-sampler for sample uptake. The mass
scan was conducted in peak-jump mode with an acquisition time of 30 seconds per
sample. Peak jumping (only the mass/charge ratios of interest are detected) was used for
counting ions instead of mass scan (entire mass/charge range is detected) because only
the 3U peak and the internal standard peak were of interest. The internal standard used
for all samples was 10 .ig/L Bi (Bailey et al., 1993). The internal standard was added
directly to the samples before they were analyzed by ICP-MS. A practical detection limit25
of approximately 1 nM was found for thesand/UO22system and a linear calibration
range of 1 nM to 100 nM was used for determination of U(VI) for all samples.
Goodness-of-Fit
The goodness-of-fit of a specific model is generally quantified byx2(Cernik et
al.,1995). f/Nwill be used as a numerical comparison of how well the different
modeling approaches describe the data, where N is the number of data points. Equations
4.1-4.3 define2:
(4.1)
where qi is the adsorbed concentration of U(VI) (in mol/L) calculated for data point i by
the model, qi,exp is the adsorbed U(VI) found experimentally in mol/L, and s is the error
in data point i found from the propagation of errors in Equation4.2summed over the
components of interest withSTJcalculated from Equation4.3:
(ô(q1 qi,exp)
2
J 51'
,J
(4.2)
ST 5T.abs +STjrelTJ (4.3)
where T is the total analytical concentration of the componentj. In this study, j is the
adsorbed and aqueous concentrationsUO22.STJis the total error in the concentration of
UO22measured, where STj,abs, and STj,rel are the absolute error and the relative error
2-i- involved in the measurement ofUO2,respectively. STj,rel was estimated to be 1%. STj,abs
was estimated to be 1% of the totalUO22added because the U(VI) was diluted to a
calibration range of 1-100 nM with an overall detection limit for the adsorption26
experiment of 1 nM. Allf/Nvalues were calculated with these error estimates. Because
the total amount of U(VI) available for adsorption varies with each individual data point
(described below),5Tjfor each individual data point was used to calculatef/N(Herbelin
and Westall, 1998).
The goodness-of-fit can also be expressed as the2/DF, where the degrees of
freedom (DF), in this study, is the difference between N and the number of adjustable
parameters. Ideally, the value of2/DF, which depends heavily on the experimental error
estimates, should approach 1 for the model to be considered to be valid. In practice a
value of 20-0. 1 for this parameter indicates a good fit of the data, when realistic error
estimates are used (Herbelin and Westall, 1996).
Minimization Algorithm
FITEQL4.0 was used to adjust parameters and calculate equilibrium conditions
for Models I and II, but was not robust enough to handle the minimization problems
presented by Models III and IV. Therefore, FITEQL was modified by insertion of a more
robust nonlinear least squares minimization routine titled EO4UPF, from the Numerical
Algorithms Group (NAG Fortran Library, Mark 16, 1993). The details of the Models I-TV
are discussed below.
Implementation of the NAG library routine was such that the first derivatives of
the objective function could be calculated at every data point without changing
calculation of the equilibrium speciation by FITEQL. The robustness and accuracy of the
NAG minimization algorithm proved to be ample.27
Results and Discussion
U(VI) Mass Balance
Two methods are commonly used for determining the amount of analyte adsorbed
on a sorbent of interest: the direct method in which the amount of analyte on the sorbent
is determined by direct analysis, and the difference method in which the amount of
analyte on the sorbent is determined as the difference between the amount that was added
initially and the amount found in the aqueous phase at equilibrium. If a significant
amount of analyte is lost to the container walls, the difference method can yield
significant errors. In most studies of U(VI) adsorption, the amount ofUO22adsorbed to
the mineral sorbent has been found by difference (Hsi and Langmuir, 1985, Waite et al.,
1994, McKinley et al., 1995). This approach is simple and much less time consuming
than determiningUO22concentration both on the sorbent and in the supernatant, but it
2+ can produce erroneous results if some of theUO2added is taken up by some external
sink (e.g. container walls). Adsorption ofUO22by the container was found to be
significant by Bertetti et al. (1995) during adsorption studies with quartz as the sorbent.
Therefore, these workers utilized the direct determination method for the quantification
of U(VI). Even though adsorption to the container occurred with quartz as the sorbent,
the adsorption ofUO22to the container walls would presumably be decreased by a
sorbent with a much greater affinity for UO22, such as iron-rich minerals. If the sorbent
had a high enough affinity for U(VI), the direct determination and the difference methods
should result in effectively the same adsorbed U(VI) (within experimental error limits).
Also, Pabalan et al. (1994) found that adsorption of U(VI) to the container walls was
reduced by the use of polycarbonate vessels instead of polyethylene and, less
significantly, Teflon.28
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of I p.MUO22among various components in a
typical adsorption experiment: supernatant, sorbent, container, electrode for pH
measurement, and transfer pipette tips. This figure illustrates that a substantial amount of
UO22is adsorbed by the container in the presence of the iron-rich sands from Oyster,
VA (especially at high pH values within the range studied). Over 50% of the 1 p.MUO22
was adsorbed by the centrifuge tube, and other external sinks at pH values of 5.43, 6.09,
and 6.50. These results verify the need for a good experimental mass balance of strongly
adsorbing metals before using the difference method. In this study, we utilized the direct
determination method for quantifyingUO22
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Figure 2.1. Mass balance of U(VI) in an adsorption experiment with natural
sands. 20 g/L sand sample BS-4, 0.01 M NaClO4,Pco2 =i0atm, and
1 p.M U(VI).29
The background U(VI) concentration measured by ICP-MS was always close to
1% of the total U(VI) added for the adsorption experiment (as described above).
Therefore, the total experimental error in the mass balance was estimated at 5% of the
total U(VI) added.
Experimental Adsorption Data
The adsorption data were obtained for six different sand samples from Oyster,
VA. A range of pH values from 3.0 to 7.6 were studied, at four total concentrations of
U(VI) (0.1, 1, 10, 100 .iM), one ionic strength (0.01 M NaClO4), and one solids
concentration (20 gIL). The samples were equilibrated with atmospheric CO2. The
experimental data for two sand samples (BS-3 and BS-8) are shown in Fig. 2.2; data for
the other samples are presented in Fig. 2.3. The lines in Fig. 2.2 are drawn to guide the
eye and are not a model representation. Data presented in the form of Fig. 2.2 (pH
adsorption edges) often carry the implication that the total U(VI) is constant; however, in
this case, the total concentration of U(VI) available for adsorption changes with pH
(Fig. 2.1). Although isotherm data are included in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 (total U(VI) available
for adsorption ranging from 48 nM to 100 jiM), individual isotherms were not measured
because of the difficulty in ensuring a constant pH. Reference to the total concentration
of U(VI) in the figures, tables, or text should be interpreted as the total amount of U(VI)
added at the beginning of the adsorption experiment. Also, representation of Models I-IV
in the figures are at one total concentration of U(VI) (the total U(VT) added at the
beginning of the adsorption experiment), except for Fig. 2.4 where the true description of30
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the adsorption data for Models I-IV is represented. Smooth line representations of the
models at one total U(VI) concentration were found to adequately represent a specific
model at variable total concentrations of U(VI).
The adsorption of U(VI) on the iron-rich sand samples has the same general
characteristics as the adsorption data gathered by Waite et al.(1994)and others working
with iron-rich minerals (Hsi and Langmuir,1985;Payne et al.,1994;Redden et al.,
1998).First, the pH adsorption edge occurs over one to two pH units and is relatively
smooth (for sandBS-8).The slope of the pH adsorption edge may be influenced as much
by the heterogeneity of the surface sites as by the proton stoichiometry of adsorption
reactions. Yet, smooth adsorption data can be most easily modeled by assuming titration
of one homogeneous site for each total concentration of U(VI), which generally produces
a small number of homogeneous sites to describe adsorption. Second, as the aqueous
U(VI) concentration increases the pH adsorption edge shifts to higher pH values. This
shift indicates that the overall isotherms for U(VI) adsorption on the sands are nonlinear.
Assuming Langmuir type sites are responsible for adsorption of U(VI), nonlinearity of
the adsorption isotherms is due to saturation of one or more U(VI) adsorbing sites.
Nonlinearity of overall adsorption isotherms is consistent with other studies of actinide
adsorption on mineral surfaces (Davis and Kent,1990;Waite et al.,1994;Kohler et al.,
1996). Also,the shift in the pH adsorption edge with increasing U(VI) concentration is an
indication that more than one adsorption site type may be involved in adsorption (Waite
et al.,1992).Third, as shown by comparison of the pH adsorption edges at 100 j..tM
U(VI) for sands BS-3 (Fig. 2.2a) andBS-8(Fig. 2.2b), the fraction of U(VI) sorbed ataTable 2.2. Summary of modeling approaches for Models I-IV with the calibration method, treatment of the electric double
layer, adjustable parameters, and quantitative values for how well each model describes adsorption data.
Calibration Adjustable Parameters
ModelFerrihydrite Sands EDL Sitesa T log K1 Total BS-3 BS-8
I X DLM 2 0 53.1 22.2
II X X DLM 2 XC 1 276d
III X Implicit 4 X DLKSe 4 9.9 8.9
IV X Implicit 4 X X 8 13.8 4.4
The number of surface site types. The surface sites in all the models adsorb both UO22 andUO2CO3.
The values of 2/N were calculated using data from 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 .tN1 U(VI) pH adsorption edges on natural sands.
The total site concentration was only adjusted for the strong sites to best describe the 1 1.tM U(VI) adsorption data.
The pH adsorption edge used to adjust the strong site concentration (1 .t11U022C)is included in the x2IN value.
'The log K values were fixed according to a discrete log K spectrum.
Table 2.3. Types of data gathered for each individual sand and predictions or fits of the
data for each mode!. E represents pH adsorption edge, I represents isotherm data, P is
prediction by a specific model, and F is fitting of data by adjusting model parameters.
Sanda Data" Figure
Surface Complexation ModeIc
i H III 1V
BS-3 E/I Not shown P F/P F F
BS-4 E 3a P F P P
BS-5 E 3b P F P P
BS-6 E 3c P F P P
BS-7 E 3d P F P P
BS-8 E/I S and7d P F/P F F
'Sand samples from Oyster, VA. Characteristics presented in Table 2. 1.
Type of data available: pH adsorption edge data (E) or isotherm data (I).
Data was fit (F) or predicted (P) with the designated model. The fit or prediction of the data is presented in the figure cited.
tIodels I and II are shown in Figure 2.5. Models III and IV are shown in Figure 2.7.35
given pH increased with sands that contain more DCB extractable Fe (Table 2.1). Payne
et al. (1994) also found evidence supporting the importance of DCB extractable iron for
adsorption of U(VI).
Overview of Models I-IV
Four modeling approaches were applied to U(VI) adsorption data gathered from
six natural sand samples. Important characteristics of Models I-TV are reported in
Table 2.2. Table 2.3 outlines the type of adsorption data available for a particular sand,
the figure associated with the adsorption data, and whether the parameters within each
model were adjusted to fit the adsorption data. The modeling approaches are described
briefly below.
The first two models are classical models. Model I is a two-site SCM which
explicitly models the charge characteristics of the electric double layer (EDL) with the
diffuse layer model (DLM). This model was first reported by Waite et al. (1994) and was
initially calibrated to model adsorption of U(VI) on ferrihydrite. In this study, Model I
was used to predict natural sand adsorption data. Model I was applied directly to the
natural sand data by approximating ferrihydrite iron with experimentally measurable
DCB extractable Fe when determining the adsorption site concentration. Model II
includes the same surface reactions, solution reactions, and treatment of the EDL as
Model I. The strong site concentration of Model II was adjusted to minimizef/Nfor
adsorption data from the natural sands at 1 tM U(VI). Model II was then used to predict
adsorption data for the same sand gathered under different concentrations of U(VI).36
Two affinity spectrum models were also applied to the adsorption data. An
affinity spectrum model was constructed from a two-dimensional DLKS (Model III).
This model was based on an affinity spectrum of individual Langmuir type surface sites.
Models III and IV were calibrated with the experimental adsorption data. Model III was
calibrated by adjusting the concentrations of four U(VI) adsorbing sites with fixed
reaction constants (4 adjustable parameters). Model IV was calibrated by adjusting all
adsorption reaction constants along with the site concentrations for four U(VI) adsorbing
sites (8 adjustable parameters).
Linear representations for each of the four models applied to the U(VT) adsorption
data are presented in Fig. 2.4, with the solid line representing a perfect description of data
for an individual model. For sand BS-3, Model I (Fig. 2.4a) suffers from a systematic
underprediction of the fraction of U(VI) adsorbed and very poor predictions for some
specific concentrations of total U(VI). Still, Model I predicted the adsorption data well,
especially for sand BS-8, considering the approximations necessary to apply the model to
the data. Model II (Fig. 2.4b) did not do a significantly better job at interpolating the data
even though Model II was calibrated for each individual sand. Both affinity spectrum
models (Model I-Fig. 2.4c and Model Il-Fig. 2.4d) interpolated the data extremely well.
Comparisons of each model are discussed below.37
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Model IClassical SCM; Fixed Site Concentration
Waite et al. (1994) suggested a comprehensive diffuse double layer SCM to
describe U(VI) adsorption on ferrihydrite with variations in pH, totalUO22
concentration,pco2,ionic strength, and total ferrihydrite Fe. These workers used extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to characterize the U(VI) species adsorbing on
ferrihydrite and found evidence for bidentate mononuclear uranyl complexes adsorbed to
the ferrihydrite surface. Also, a poor fit of the U(VI) adsorption data on ferrihydrite with
a single-site model led these workers to use two types of ferrihydrite sites (strong and
weak) to better describe the adsorption of U(VI). Two site types have also been used by
other workers when describing adsorption by ferrihydrite (Dzombak and Morel, 1990).
The adsorption reaction of U(VI) to ferrihydrite postulated by Waite et al. (1994) is
reported below (Equation 2.4) with reaction constants of log K (I = 0.1, 25 °C) = -2.57
and log K (I0.1, 25 °C) = -6.28 for strong and weak ferrihydrite sites, respectively.
Fe(OH)2+UO22= FeO,UO2+2H (2.4)
Carbonate has a well-known influence on the adsorption of UO22 on oxides
causing desorption at pH values above approximately 7 (depending on ionic strength and
Pco2) (Hsi and Langmuir, 1985; Lieser et al., 1992). A carbonato surface species was
postulated by Waite et al. (1994) to explain the adsorption behavior ofUO22at relatively
high pH values. The stoichiometry of the carbonato species is reported Equation 2.5 with
reaction constants of log K (1=0.1,25°C) = 3.67 and log K (1=0.1,25°C) = -0.42 for
strong and weak ferrihydrite sites, respectively.
Fe(OH)2 +UO22 +C032 =FeO2UO2CO32+2H (2.5)2+ Table 2.4. Solution speciatlon reactions of UO2with most stability
constants from Grenthe et al. (1992).
Reaction log K (1=0, 25 °C)
UO22 +H2O=UO2OH+H -5.20
UO22 +2HO= UO2(OH)2 +2H -12.0
UO22 +3HO= UO2(OH)3 +3H -20.0
UO22 +4H20= UO2(OH)42+4I-[ -33.0
2UO22 +H20= (UO2)2OH3 +1-[ -2.80
2UO22 + 2H20 = (UO2)2(OH)22 +2F[ -5.63
3UO22 + 4H20 = (UO2)3(OH)42 +4H -11.90
3UO22 + 5H20 = (UO2)3(OH)5 +51{' -15.56
3UO22 + 7H20 =(UO2)3(OH)+7F[ -31.0
4UO22 +7H20= (UO2)4(OH)7 +7F[ -21.9
uo22 +co32 = uo2c03 -8.30
UO22+2CO= UO2(CO3)22 -19.0
UO22 +3CO3 = UO2(CO3)34 -32.37
2U0224 +C032 + 3H20 = (UO2)2 CO3(OH)3 +
3J{4 19.18a
Stability constant from Tripathi (1983). Other aqueous reaction constants from Grenthe et at. (1992)
It should be noted that protonation/deprotonation reactions and adsorption of
HCO3and C032 to the iron surface were also considered by Waite et al. (1994) but are
not reported here.
Reactions ofUO22in solution and corresponding equilibrium constants (Tripathi,
1983; Grenthe et al., 1992) are reported in Table 2.4. The large number of solution
reactions of U(VI) give an indication of the complex nature of U(VI) solution reactions.
Waite Ct al. (1994) used the two-site model described above to characterize the
adsorption of U0224 on synthesized ferrihydrite. The two-site model produced an
excellent fit of ferrihydrite adsorption data gathered by Waite et al. (1994). The model
predicted adsorption of U(VI) at 10 nM and 1 jM extremely well with a slightly worse fit41
at higher concentrations of U(VI). Experimental error estimates for U(VI) adsorption on
the natural sands for the current study where used to calculate a f/N value of0.0085for
U(VI) adsorption on ferrihydrite (Waite et al.,1994).This value off/N can be used for
comparison to the other models presented.
The two-site classical SCM described above (Model I) was applied directly to the
natural sand data by approximating total ferrihydrite iron with experimentally measurable
DCB extractable iron when determining the individual site concentrations for U(VI)
adsorbing sites. Waite et al.(1994)suggested a weak site/ferrihydrite Fe ratio of873
mmol weak sites/mol Fe with the number of available sites determined directly from the
total iron added to the adsorption experiment. Therefore, in this study, the weak site
concentrations for Model I were fixed at873mmol weak sites/mo! DCB extractable Fe.
The strong site concentrations were fixed in a similar manner at1.8mmol strong
sites/mol DCB extractable Fe for Model I.
This approximation can be justified by assuming the DCB extractable iron
contained in the natural sands acts primarily as ferrihydrite, even though the bulk of the
iron in the sorbent may be best described as goethite. Also, the DCB extractable iron is
assumed to be responsible for most of the U(VI) adsorption. Evidence supporting this
approximation was found by Payne et al.(1994).These workers showed that adsorption
of U(VI) decreased greatly when weathered schists were extracted with DCB reagent.
Reported in Table2.5are the strong and weak site concentrations using this estimation of
total "ferrihydrite" iron. The surface area of the natural sands, which is necessary for
application of the diffuse layer model (DLM) of the electric double layer, was measured42
Table 2.5. Extractable iron and surface site concentrations for six natural sands.
Iron Weak SitesStrong SitesStrong Sites (mmol
Sample(Jlmol/g)aModel (imol/g)" (nmoug)e sites /mol Fe)
I 11.2 23.0 1.80 BS-3 12.8
II 11.2 44.1 3.45
BS-4 3.1 2.7 5.58 1.80
2.7 18.8 6.06
BS-5 10.2
1 8.9 18.4 1.80
II 8.9 5.93 0.58
BS-6 4.8
I 4.2 8.64 1.80
II 4.2 6.51 1.36
BS-7 7.1 6.2 12.8 1.80
II 6.2 30.8 4.34
BS-8 4.1
I 3.6 7.38 1.80
II 3.6 16.2 3.95
DCB extractable iron for sand samples. Sample characteristics reported in Table 2.1.
Model I created directly from Waite et al. (1994) model.
Model II site concentration determined from FITEQL optimization of the strong site concentration for 1lLMU(VI)
adsorption data.
Waite et al. (1994) utilized a weak site concentration of 873 mmol weak sites/mol ferrihydrite Fe. In this work a
ratio of 873 mmol weak sites/mol DCB extractable Fe was used for both Models I and II.
Determined directly from 1.8 mmol strong sites/mol DCB extractable iron for Model I and determined by FTTEQL
optimization of the strong site concentration for Model II.
Where mol Femol DCB extractable Fe from Table 2.1.
directly and is reported in Table 2.1. The CEC and the DCB extractable Al were not used
to parameterize Model I.
Figures 2.3 and 2.5 show the predictions of Model I when applied to the data from
natural sands. The solid lines denote model predictions while the symbols are
experimental adsorption data. Figure 2.5 shows the prediction by Model I of the
experimental data gathered with a range of U(VI) concentrations on sand sample BS-8.
Predictions of adsorption data on samples BS-4, BS-5, BS-6, and BS-7 gathered at 1 j..tM
U(VI) are shown in Figs. 2.3a, 2.3b, 2.3c, and 2.3d, respectively.f/Nvalues for
prediction of adsorption behavior range from 36-5.1 for 1 .iM U(VI).f/Nvalues for theprediction of all four concentrations of U(VI), are 53 and 22, for sands BS-3 and BS-8,
respectively (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.5. Model I and II predictions of pH adsorption edge data. 20 g/L
sand sample BS-8, 0.01 MNaC!04, Pc02 = i05atm, and 0.1-100 M U(VI).
Model I predicts the adsorption data quite well considering the assumptions made
to apply the model to the data and the inherent oversimplification of describing
heterogeneous natural materials with a model designed for one pure, laboratory
synthesized material. Model I predicts the adsorption data particularly well for sand BS-8
(Fig. 2.5), BS-5 (Fig. 2.3b), and BS-6 (Fig. 2.3c). Only for sands BS-3 (not shown) and
BS-4 (Fig. 2.3a) did the model fail to fit the data adequately, as illustrated by the large
value of2/N for sand BS-3 (2/N = 53), and BS-4 (f/N = 36). Also, it should be noted
that for sand BS-3 the model "severely" fails to predict adsorption of U(VI) at 100 tMU(VI) and pH values greater than 6. The model predicted much lower adsorption than
was experimentally observed.
The excellent description of experimental adsorption data by Model I for 0.1 and
1 1.iM U(VI) may occur because the original two-site model used to describe U(VI)
adsorption on ferrihydrite was calibrated at low U(VI) concentrations. For pH values
ranging from 3-6, the Waite et al. (1994) model described U(VI) adsorption on
ferrihydrite at 10 nM and 1 IIM U(VI) better than it described adsorption of 10 and
100 pM U(VI). Therefore, the extrapolation of the laboratory based model to natural
sands may have exaggerated the discrepancy between the model and the adsorption data
at higher concentrations of U(VI). Also, other constituents in the natural sands (e.g., Al-
oxide) may become dominant sorbents at higher concentrations of U(VI), as the
"ferrihydrite" type sites become saturated with respect to U(VI). Incorporation of surface
reactions for these different constituents may have provided a better description of the
adsorption data.
The excellent prediction of adsorption data at low concentrations by Model I
provides evidence to the validity of gathering thermodynamic reaction constants for
application to environmental adsorption.
Model IIClassical SCM; Fit Site Concentration
Model II includes the same surface reactions, solution reactions, and treatment of
the EDL as Model I. The strong site concentration of Model II was adjusted to best
describe the 1 jiM U(VI) adsorption data for each individual sand sample. This approach
was used to test the suggestion that if a model is applied to data gathered in "foreign"systems (materials not used in the original development of the model), calibration of the
model may be necessary for accurate predictions of the data (Bose and Reckhow, 1997).
Calibration is achieved by using one set of conditions that are considered to be
representative of the entire data set and fitting the model to the data under this set of
conditions. Then prediction of data gathered under a different (but similar) set of
conditions is attempted.
The strong site concentration was adjusted to best describe the adsorption data at
1 p.M U(VI). The weak site concentration was set at 873 mmol weak sites/mol DCB
extractable Fe (as in Model I). Adjusting only the strong site concentration was the
technique employed by Waite et al. (1994) when fitting adsorption ofUO22to
ferrihydrite. FITEQL4.O (Herbelin and Westall, 1999) was used to fit the adsorption data
by minimizing x2/N.
Excellent agreement between the model and the data was achieved for 1 p.M
U(VI) when the strong site concentration was adjusted(f/Nranging from 13-1.3). The
strong and weak site concentrations for Model II are reported in Table 2.5. Figure 2.6
illustrates the correlation of the strong site/extractable Fe ratio for the natural sands in this
study and the ratio suggested by Waite et al. (1994). There appears to be some general
correlation between an increase in DCB extractable Fe and the strong site concentration
found to best describe the data, but no specific correlation between the adjusted strong
site concentration and the DCB extractable Fe could be found.L;III
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of the strong site concentration/ferrihydrite Fe ratio
of 1.8 mmol strong sites/mo! Fe (line) suggested by Waite et al. (1994) to the
strong site concentrationfDCB extractable Fe ratio for Model II found from
fitting U(VI) adsorption data at I !.LM U(VI) (solid circles).
The deviation of the suggested ratio and the ratio found for the natural sandscan
be used as a measure of the predictive capability of the two-site model. As shown by
Fig. 2.3a, the experimental adsorption data for sand BS-4 (1 .iM UO22)were not
predicted very well by Model I (2/N = 36). The fit of the adsorption data for this sand
also produced the largest deviation of strong site/DCB extractable Fe from 1.8 mmol
strong sites/mo! DCB extractable Fe (Table 2.5).
Adsorption data gathered with a range of pH values (3.0-7.6) and total
concentrations ofUO22(0.1, 10, and 100 l.LM) were predicted with Model II for two sand
samples (BS-3 and BS-8). The application of Model II to pH adsorption edge data47
gathered for sample BS-8 is shown in Fig. 2.5.2/N values for sand samples BS-3 and
BS-8 are reported in Table 2.2.
The predictions of Model II for sand BS-3 did not appreciably change except for
0.1 p.M U(VI) (not shown). The fit of the adsorption data at this concentration did
improve, yet with so few data points on the actual pH adsorption edge (Fig. 2.2a), the
improvement of the prediction is hard to verify. For sand BS-3, the improved
interpolation at 0.1 and 1 p.M U(VI) decreased f/N from 53 for Model Ito 42 for Model
II. For sand BS-8, the predictions of Model II were not as accurate as Model I for data
collected at 0.1 p.M U(VI) (Fig. 2.5), and were approximately the same for the other
concentrations of U(VI). The f/N value actually increased from 22 to 28 with calibration
of the model, which is mainly due to the poor description of 0.1 p.M U(VI) adsorption
data for Model II and only slight improvement in the interpolation of 1 p.M U(VI)
adsorption (f/N decreased from 7.5 to 1.3).
As with Model I, the two-site model fails to predict the data from the natural
sands for certain concentrations of UO22. There is a pronounced underprediction of the
U(VI) adsorbed at 100 p.M totalUO22for sand BS-3 (not shown) for both applications of
the model, indicating that the "ferrihydrite" type sites associated with the natural sands
may be saturated with respect to UO22, and other types of sites may be dominant at these
higher totalUO22concentrations. Also, when Model II is applied to adsorption data for
sample BS-8 at 0.1 p.MUO22,it overpredicts the U(VI) sorbed (Fig. 2.5).
Model II does not offer a significant improvement over Model I. First, Model II
does not significantly improve the interpolation of the U(VI) adsorption data when
compared to Model I (except for the data used in the calibration of Model II). Second,Model II is less portable than Model I. Calibration of the strong site concentration for
each individual sand must be accomplished before application of Model II, whereas
Model I can be applied to an individual sand as long as the DCB extractable Fe is known.
Third, the calibration of Model II is a tedious extra step that produces inconsistent results.
Model III - Affinity spectrum SCM; Fit Site Concentrations; Fixed Reaction
Constants
Clearly, Models I and II generally predict adsorption of U(VI) to the iron-coated
silica sands for which they were not explicitly intended to be applied. Yet, the inability of
Models I and II to interpolate data at certain concentrations of U(VI) may limit the use of
these models for accurate predictions of U(VI) transport through iron-coated silica sands,
especially at higher concentrations of U(VI). If a more accurate interpolation of data is
necessary, an affinity spectrum approach can be applied, in which the experimental data
gathered on the sorbent of interest are fit as accurately as possible. One affinity spectrum
approach which has been used extensively is the DLKS (ernIk et al., 1995). When
adsorption to a heterogeneous environmental sorbent is considered, a DLKS approach
can be used to simplify adsorption reactions into a fixed grid of stability constants
(Westall et al., 1998). This approach has been used to model adsorption to heterogeneous
sorbents such as Co adsorption on humic substances (Westall et al., 1995) and sorption of
Sr2and H on ferrihydrite (ernIk et al., 1996).
The DLKS approach is a means of simplifying the "ill-posed" numerical problem
of decomposing the overall adsorption characteristics of a heterogeneous sorbent into
sorption of individual sites (Westall et al., 1995). When using the DLKS approach,a
range of log K values called a spectral window and a constant Alog K are chosen forparameterization of surface affinity. If these values are chosen correctly, the data can be
adequately fit with a small and orderly set of log K values within the spectral window.
The site concentrations of the individual sites are used as fitting parameters to generate
the best description of the data. Some sites within the window may not contribute to the
overall fit of the data and are removed from the model until an appropriate combination
of log K values and site concentrations is found. Also, sites contributing to adsorption
may be totally saturated or unsaturated over the concentration range of interest. These
sites lie outside the spectral window, but contribute to adsorption. In Equation2.6,these
sites occur when either KO, corresponding to a simple linear isotherm (K1), or Kcx
corresponding to a constant(T0)(CernIk et al., 1995). Equation2.6represents the
individual site contribution to the adsorbed concentration at a single data point (q).
MKc T + T+K11c1 (2.6)
n=11+Kc
where c is the aqueous U(VI) concentration at data point i, T is the total site
concentration of an individual site n, and M is the total number of sites in a spectral
window.
The solution reactions used for the classical models (Models I and II) were also
used for Model III and are presented in Table2.4.The general adsorption reactions in
Model III are described in Equations2.7and2.8.
X(OH)2+UO22 =XO7UO2 +2H (2.7)
X(OH)., +UO22 +C032 =XO2UO2CO32 +2W (2.8)
The adsorption reactions in Equations2.7and2.8have the same stoichiometry as
those used in Models I and II (Equations2.4and2.5).Stability constants for Model III50
are reported in Table 2.6 along with the site concentrations of the individual sites in mol
sites/mol DCB extractable Fe (or Al). A Alog K of 2 was chosen to fit the pH adsorption
edge data gathered for the natural sands with a log K window of-i to -7 forUO22
adsorption (Equation 2.7) and -II to -17 forUO2CO3(Equation 2.8). Also, electrostatics
of the sand surface, protonationldeprotonation reactions,HCO3adsorption, andC032
adsorption were not explicitly considered in the model, rather they are inclusively
modeled as contributors to site heterogeneity when fitting the pH adsorption edge data for
the natural sands. This may be considered to be an oversimplification of the model, but
others working with pure materials have found that an adequate representation of the data
can be achieved without explicit consideration of the EDL (Kohler et al., 1996). Also,
when explicitly considering the EDL one must make approximations about the geometry
of the surface which are generally not good assumptions when the sorbent is not well
characterized.
It should be noted that surface area data are not essential when modeling the EDL
implicitly. Also, the cation exchange capacity was not necessary to parameterize
Model III. This reduces the amount of data necessary to apply the model. In addition,
because of the pH dependent dissolution of the natural sands, titration data couldnot be
easily gathered with the necessary certainty to be included in the model. This precluded
the use of protonation reactions of the iron-coated sands explicitly.
Only adsorption data from sand BS-3 and sand BS-8 were used when compilinga
comprehensive DLKS surface complexation model (Model III). Two separate models for
each sorbent were produced and then integrated into one model. Individual sites thatwere
not important for both sands were deleted and the data were refit using only sites with51
appreciable concentrations (relative to the lowest U(VI) concentration studied). This was
a necessary step to ensure portability of the final mode! and generally !ed to a loss in
accuracy for each individual sand. To assure portability of the mode! to similar sands the
site concentrations were related to the DCB extractable Fe or Al. Relating the site
concentrations of the sands to the extractable Fe (Al) was accomplished through plotting
the relationship between the site concentrations of each individual site and DCB
extractable Fe or Al for two sand samples (BS-3 and BS-8). A linear relationship with an
intercept of zero were prerequisites, such that a simple correlation could be made
between DCB extractable Fe and individual site concentrations.
Table 2.6.Parameters for Model III and Model IV describing UO22 adsorption on
natural sands.
ModelSite
Surface Sites (mmolSurface Sites (mmol
sites/mol Fe)c sites/mol Al)C
log K
(U0224)
log K
(UO2CO3)
lIla 1 0.135 -1 -17
2 3.19 -3 -17
3 22.7 -5 -17
4 Ki10*(UO22): 674d -7 -17
Kim*(UO2CO3): 1674d
IVb 1 0.30 -1.012 -12.897
2 5.08 -3.412 NA
3 00..) -J.J44 NA
4 Kjm*(UOi2): 660d - -7.168 -16.475
Kim*(UO2CO3): 1591d
Stability constants determined from a Alog K value of-2 and a grid from-ito -7 forU022adsorption and -11 to -17
forUO2CO3adsorption. Site concentrations determined from FITEQL optimization for sand samples BS-3 and BS-8
with four total U(Vl) concentrations and a range of pH values (3-7.6).
Stability constants and site concentrations determined from FITEQL optimization for sand samples BS-3 and BS-8
with four total U(VI) concentrations and a range of pH values (3-7.6).
The measure ofmol Fe (Al) is DCB extractable Fe (Al).
was calculated by multiplying the site concentration (in mol sites/mol Fe) by the stability constant for the
adsorption oflJ)22*orUO2CO3.
The ratios of site concentrationfDCB extractable Fe (Al) used for the Model III
are reported in Table 2.6. The fit of these concentrations to the data for BS-3 and BS-852
gave a x2/N of9.9and8.9,respectively. The fit of the adsorption data for sand sample
BS-8is shown in Fig.2.7.Model III described the data very well. The large deviation of
Model I and Model II at 100 iM U(VI) for sand BS-3 is decreased when Model III is
applied (Fig.2.4). Also,Model III describes adsorption of sandBS-8at 0.1 jiM U(VI)
better than Models I and II (Figures2.5and2.7).
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Figure 2.7. Description of U(VI) adsorption data by Models III and IV.
20 g/L sand sampleBS-8, 0.01MNaCIO4, Pco2= 10atm, and
0.1-100 jiM U(VI).
Overall, the description of the data is better for Model III than for Models Ior II,
as illustrated by comparison of2/N the both models (Table 2.2). This result would be
expected from fitting, instead of predicting, the adsorption data. The description of sand
BS-3 improves from a2/N of53for Model Ito 9.9 for Model III and for sand BS-8 the53
f/Nimproves from 22 for Mode! Ito 8.9 for Model III. Overall, predictions of Mode! III
are very good, with only sand BS-5 and BS-6 not as accurate!y predicted as Model I
(Fig. 2.3). Overa!!, Mode! III is more accurate than any of the previous!y discussed
modeling approaches.
Model IV- Affinity Spectrum SCM; Fit Site Concentrations; Fit Reaction
Constants
Another affinity spectrum approach to modeling adsorption data is to simply fit
the site reaction constants as well as the site concentrations for each individual adsorbing
site (Model IV). This approach can be thought of as using an infinite!y sma!! Alog K and
an infinitely large spectra! window for Model III. Model IV is used to obtain the most
accurate interpolation of the data possib!e. This approach is a globa! minimization of both
total site concentrations and the stabi!ity constants forUO22andUO2CO3adsorption.
A comprehensive mode! was constructed and the site concentrationlDCB
extractable Fe (Al) ratios were found as described above for Model III. These site
concentrations are reported in Tab!e 2.6. The stabi!ity constants for Model IVare
relatively similar to those found for Model III (Table 2.6). Also,K1is almost the same
for both modeling approaches. Comparison of Mode! III to Model IV indicates that
similar affinity spectrums can be reached from both approaches. It also shows that careful
selection of Alog K and a log K window can produce models that are very accurate witha
limited number of adjustable parameters.
The fit of the pH adsorption edges for the sand samples producedaf/Nfor BS-3
and BS-8 of 14 and 4, respectively (Table 2.2). The fit of the adsorption data for sand BS-
8 is shown in Fig. 2.7. The data are fit extremely well by Model IV, which is illustrated54
by the comparison of Fig. 2.5 to Fig. 2.7. Any systematic deviation between Model I and
the data is not apparent when applying Models III and IV for sand BS-8. For sand BS-3,
there is only a slight deviation of Model IV from the data at 100 l..tM U(VI) (not shown).
Predictions of U(VI) adsorption by Model IV are also quite accurate (Fig. 2.3),
with sand BS-5 and BS-6 not as accurately predicted as with Model I. Comparison of
2/N values for Models I-IV (Table 2.2) and the linear representations of Models I-TV
(Fig. 2.4) indicates that Model IV interpolates the data more accurately than Models I and
II, but the interpolation is approximately the same as Model III.
It should be noted that because Site 4 in Models III and IV does not approach
saturation, extrapolation of these two models to higher pH values may result in large
deviations of the models from the true adsorption characteristics of the sands. If Models
III and IV are applied to adsorption data at higher pH values, the site concentrations of
Sites 3 and 4 should be reevaluated for Models III and IV along with the reaction
constants for Model IV.
Conclusions
Table 2.2 provides a summary of the models evaluated in this study. Asmay be
seen in the table, the level of complexity (i.e., number of estimated parameters) of the
model increase as one moves down the table from Model Ito IV. Examination of the last
column (2/N) of the table allows striking conclusions to be reached regarding the
application and suitability of the modeling approach for real material. First, the DLKS
models (III and IV) are more effective at representing real materialover a range of
uranium concentrations than are the simpler two-site pure phase models (I and II).55
Second, it appears that the differences between parameterization approaches for specific
models (I and II or III and IV) have much less effect onf/Nand the predictive accuracy
of the models than the differences between calibration approaches (ferrihydrite vs. natural
sands). Third, at least for Oyster Sands, a classical DLM using published parameters
derived for pure phases and simple characterization measurements predicts adsorption to
natural materials remarkable well.
Often, the characterization of adsorption behavior of sediments supports goals
related to evaluating transport at a physically and chemically heterogeneous site. Site
characterization has two (sometime conflicting) goals, these being understanding the
spatial distribution of characteristics import to transport and understanding in detail the
interfacial processes retarding migrating solutes. Results from this study provide insight
into experimental design and trade-offs associated with characterization of adsorption
behavior.
Results indicate that preliminary modeling can be conducted with literature
derived DLM coefficients for hydrous ferric oxide and the assumption that DCB
extractable iron is an adequate representation of the sediment reactivity. Although,a few
site specific adsorption experiments should be conducted to evaluate the validity of these
assumptions, determining single concentration adsorption edges for multiple site samples
provide very little additional practical information because site specific calibration of the
DLM does not significantly improve its predictive capabilities. Furthermore, single
concentration pH edges are inadequate to parameterize and allow theuse of the more
accurate DLKS models. As a result, site characterization should focus on the56
determination of the spatial distribution of characteristics that control adsorption such as
DCB extractable iron.
Detailed modeling that considers wide ranges of concentration require that
enough adsorption experiments be conducted to parameterize a DLKS model. This
parameterization relies upon adsorption edges at multiple concentrations or isotherms at
several pH values. However, it appears that the reaction constants for each site can be
fixed (Model III) and that only the concentrations of reactive site need to be adjusted.
Given fixed resources to characterize the adsorption properties of site materials,
collecting pH edges at multiple concentrations on fewer samples is more advantageous
than collecting single concentration pH edges on many samples. An intriguing
characterization design not explored here is the collection of single pH edges on multiple
samples with the uranium concentration being different for each sample coupled with a
global (all samples simultaneously) regression analysis to provide DLKS parameters
consistent with multiple samples and locations. Such global optimization requires
reevaluation of the current approaches to fitting constants that are currently embodied in
FITEQL.
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Abstract
Metal complexing organic ligands can alter the adsorption and transport
properties of radionuclide contaminants in the environment. These ligands are
components of some radioactive wastes and can also naturally occur in the subsurface
environment in appreciable concentrations. In the present study, the adsorption of U(VI)
in the presence of citrate was studied over a range of citrate concentrations and pH
values. The solid sorbent was a natural iron-rich sand.
Adsorption of U(VI) on the iron-rich sand generally decreased in the presence of
increasing concentrations of citrate. Adsorption of citrate to the sand also decreased with
the introduction of U(VI). Because the sand had a low affinity for citrate, the large free
citrate concentration could presumably complex the U(VI) in solution causingan increase
in the aqueous conentration of U(VI). Yet, the adsorption behavior of U(VI) in the
presence of citrate could not be explained solely by this argument.
Because citrate promoted the dissolution of Fe and Al from the sand, surface
alteration was studied as a possible explaination of the U(VI) adsorption behavior in the
presence of citrate. Surface alteration was found to be both physical (i.e., loss of surface
area) and chemical (i.e., change in the chemical composition of the sand surface), with
chemicalsurface alteration being the more important process for the iron-rich sand.
Removal of highly reactive Fe and Al phases from the surface was found to playa
determining role in the adsorption of U(VI) to the iron-rich sand in thepresence of
citrate.62
Introduction
Heavy metal contaminants in the subsurface are often associated with low
molecular weight organic complexing agents. Because of their ability to form stable
aqueous complexes, organic complexing agents have been used to decontaminate nuclear
reactors and nuclear facilities (Girvin et al.,1993).Therefore, some aqueous radioactive
wastes contain these organic constituents along with transuranic elements (Riley and
Zachara,1992).Also, appreciable concentrations of organic complexing agents can be
native to the subsurface environment (Morel and Hering,1993).
Adsorption of heavy metals to a soil sorbent can be enhanced or reduced in the
presence of organic complexing agents. Several reactions involving complexing agents
can affect the adsorption of a heavy metal. These reactions include, but are not limited to,
ternary complexes between the surface and a metal-ligand complex, redox phenomena,
strong solution complexes between a complexing agent and a heavy metal, and surface
alteration of a sorbent.
Several studies have found enhanced migration of heavy metal contaminants
away from disposal facilities in the presence of complexing agents (Means et al.,1978;
Olsen et al.,1986;Price and Ames,1976;Killey et al.,1984).A number of laboratory
studies have also produced similar results. Elliott and Denneny (982)observed enhanced
mobility of Co in soil columns. Azizian(1998)found a decrease in lead adsorption ona
synthetic iron-coated sand with the addition of NTA. Most explanations of enhanced
migration of radionuclides invoke a solution complex between heavy metals and organic
complexing agents that increases the aqueous solubility of the heavy metal and alters its
participation in other geochemical processes, such as adsorptionor redox reactions
(Brooks et al.,1996;Girvin et al.,1993).63
By contrast, enhanced adsorption has also been observed. Redden et al.(1998)
found almost complete adsorption of U(VI) to goethite over the entire pH range studied
(3-11.5)when a large excess of citrate was present. Others have also found enhanced
adsorption of heavy metals over a limited pH range (Zachara et al.,1995,Girvin et al.,
1993). Preferential adsorption of a heavy metal-complexing agent species (ternary
surface complex) is sometimes sited to explain enhanced adsorption.
In this study, the affect of citrate on the adsorption of U(VI) on a natural (non-
synthesized) iron-rich silica sand was investigated. The sand was similar to the sand
studied by Rosentreter et al.(1998).Both U(VI) and citrate are components of
radioactive waste (Riley and Zachara,1992).Measurable concentrations of citrate can be
found occurring naturally in soils and appreciable concentrations of U(VI)can be found
in mine drainage (Geipel et al.,1996).Understanding the affect of citrate on the
adsorption of U(VI) to iron-rich materials is an important step in understanding and
modeling the subsurface transport of U(VI).
As with other organic complexing agents, citrate can complicate U(VI) adsorption
phenomena by increasing, decreasing, or not appreciably influencing adsorption
depending on the sorbent of interest, the concentration of citrate, and theaqueous pH
(Redden et al.,1998).Therefore, the affect of citrate on the adsorption of U(VI) must be
known to describe transport of U(VI) when appreciable concentrations of citrateare
present. If the interaction of citrate with a sorbent surface is minimal, appreciable levels
of citrate can facilitate transport of metal contaminants by increasing theiraqueous
solubility. Citrate can also decrease transport of metals through the soil by forming metal-
ligand complexes that sorb to a solid phase more strongly than non-complexed metals.64
Citrate can also alter the surface of sorbent physically (e.g., loss of surface area) or
chemically (e.g., change in the chemical composition of adsorbing oxide phases). This
surface alteration could enhance or reduce the transport of U(VI), depending on the
composition and amount of adsorbing oxide phases. The affect of surface alterationon
the adsorption behavior of metals in the presence of citrate has been sparsely studied.
Yet, citrate has been found to effectively extract amorphous Fe when used with ascorbate
(Reyes and Torrent, 1997), and citrate promoted dissolution has been found to alter
mineral surfaces by many workers (Kraemer et al., 1998, Holmen and Casey, 1996;
Klewicki and Morgan, 1999).
In the present study, it was observed that the determining factor in the adsorption
behavior of U(VI) on an iron-rich sand in the presence of citrate was chemical alteration
of the sand surface (the extraction of the high-affinity amorphous phases Fe and Al from
the sand).
Experimental
Materials
Two primary U(VI) stock solutions were prepared. A low-activity U(VI) standard
(10 mM UO22) was prepared from analytical grade uranyl nitrate solid
(238UO2(NO3)26H20) from Fluka (Ronkonkoma, NY) by diluting with 1%I-1NO3. A
high-activity stock solution of 1 mMUO22in 1% HNO3, with an activity of I mCi/mL
233 2+ 233 2+ UO2, wasmade from the low-activity U(VI) standard and 100 tCiUO2(Isotope
Products Laboratories, Burbank, CA). All secondary standardswere diluted from the low
or high-activity stock solutions depending on the method of U(VI) and citrate
determination (liquid scintillation counting or ICP-M S).65
A 1 iiCi/mL stock solution of (1 ,5)4C)-citrate was prepared by adding 50 iCi of
(l,5-'4C)-citrate solution (Amersham, Arlington Hts., IL) toa 50 mL volumetric flask and
diluting with distilled de-ionized water. An appropriate non-labeled citrate standard was
made immediately before each adsorption experiment from 99+% pure citric acid solid
(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI). Aliquots of the (1,5-'4C)-citrate stock solution and the citric
acid standard were added separately to the adsorption experiments. To ensure stability,
citrate standards were not kept more than I month.
Natural sands coated with iron and aluminum oxides were collected froma
location on the southern tip of the Delmarva Peninsula in Virginia, near the village of
Oyster (sample BS-8). Exposed in the Oyster borrow pit are cross-stratified sands,
horizontally-bedded sands, and shelly gravelly sands (DeFlaun et al. 1997). The primary
mineralogy consists of quartz with varying amounts of lithic fragments and shell
(replaced by secondary hydrous iron oxide). In addition, minor amounts of feldspars and
dark minerals (primarily hornblende and ilmenite) are present. Secondary minerals
include extensive hydrous iron oxide (ranging from 2 to 100 mmol/g Fe) andvery minor
clay minerals (primarily kaolinite replacing feldspars with some smectites). These sands
also contained appreciable amounts of aluminum-oxide minerals. Some bulk
characteristics of the iron-rich sand sample used for this study (BS-8)were determined,
such as: dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB) extractable iron (4. 1 jtmol/g), DCB
extractable Al (3.7 imol/g), BET surface area (0.25 m2/g) and cation exchange capacity
(0.26 meq/g).Adsorption Experiments
Experimental data were gathered in the form of pH adsorption data (represented
by the fraction of analyte adsorbed as a function of the free hydrogen ion concentration)
in batch. The total citrate concentrations ranged from 1-100 M and the pH values
studied ranged from 3.1 to 7.4. The concentration of U(VI) was 10 liM for all
experiments.
The sand sorbent was added to a polycarbonate centrifuge tube (Tube A) along
with enough 0.01 MNaCIO4to produce the desired 20 g/L solids concentration. Before
addition of U(VI) and citric acid, the slurry was shaken for 24 hours at 200rpm and
25 °C, to pre-equilibrate the sand with the aqueous phase. Because oxidation of citrate
has been found to occur in similar systems when exposed to visible light (Dodge and
Francis, 1994), the centrifuge tubes were wrapped in dark paper and the adsorption
experiment was performed in the dark (until the sand sampleswere freeze dried). At the
end of the 24 hour period, an aliquot of a premixed U(VI)-citrate standardwas added to
the aqueous phase. NaOH andHCIO4were used to adjust the pH to the desired value.
The sample solution was shaken for 48 hours at 200 rpm and 25 °C to equilibrate the
system (equilibration time was determined from U(VI)-citrate kinetics experiments; the
order of addition of U(VI) or citrate did not seem to affect the adsorption kinetics). The
samples were then centrifuged for 30 minutes at 10000 rpm to separate theaqueous and
the solid phases. The supernatant was sampled for determination of U(VI) and/or citrate
concentrations.
The supernatant was then transferred to a clean centrifuge tubeso that only the
wet sand remained in Tube A. The final pH of the supernatant was measured and thewet67
sand was then freeze dried. The sand and Tube A were weighed before and after freeze
drying to obtain the amount of water contained in the wet sand. The dry sand was then
transferred to a clean, centrifuge tube (Tube B). A 20 mL aliquot of 1%HNO3was
added to Tubes A and B to extract U(VI) from the centrifuge tube and the iron rich sands,
respectively. The tubes were shaken for 48 hours at 200 rpm and 25 °C. The supernatant
in tubes A and B was sampled.
If citrate was present in the adsorption experiment, a 10 mL aliquot of 0.35 M
NaOH was added to Tubes A and B to extract the citric acid (pH> 11). The tubes were
again shaken for 48 hours at 200 rpm and 25 °C and the supernatant was again sampled
for both tubes. U(VI) and citrate concentrations were determined by mass for all
adsorption experiments. At least 95% of the citrate and U(VI) added to adsorption
experiments were recovered, indicating that microbial degradation is controlled in the
adsorption experiment and all sources of U(VI) adsorption have been identified.
ExtractionofFe and Aifrom Iron-rich Sand
Four separate methods of extraction were used to alter the surface of the iron-rich
sands. Dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB), Tamm's organic acid (TOA), citrate (CIT),
and an aqueous solution of 0.1 MNaC1O4(AQ) were used to extract the sand.
The DCB solution was prepared with 0.26 M sodium citrate, 0.11 MNaHCO3,
with 3.9 g dithionite added at the beginning of each extraction. TOA consisted of
0.175 M ammonium oxalate and 0.1 M oxalic acid. The CIT extractant consisted of 1
mM citrate in 0.01 MNaCIO4and 0.02 M 3-[N-Morpholino]propanesulfonic acid
(MOPS) zwitterionic buffer at pH 7.2. The composition of AQ was 0.01 MNaClO4and
0.02 M MOPS buffered at pH 7.2.The extractant solution (20 mL) was added to a polycarbonate centrifuge tube
along with 5.0 g sand. The sand slurry was shaken on an orbit shaker for 24 hours at 200
rpm and 25 °C for each extraction. All extractions were performed in the dark. The slurry
was centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was sampled and decanted
from the reaction vessel. More extractant was added to the sand and the extraction was
repeated. No less than 5 extractions were completed for each extractant. After the
extractions were completed the sand was washed and centrifuged five times. After
washing was complete, the sand was freeze-dried in preparation for adsorption
experiments on the extracted sands.
Dissolution of Fe and Al
Measurement of Fe and Al dissolution was conducted in the same manner as the
adsorption experiments. The sand sorbent was added to a polycarbonate centrifuge tube
along with enough 0.01 MNaC1O4to produce the desired 20 g/L solids concentration.
The centrifuge tubes were wrapped in dark paper and the slurry was shaken for 24 hours
at 200 rpm and 25 °C. At the end of the 24 hour period, an aliquot of a citrate standard
was added to the centrifuge tube for a final citrate concentration of 1, 10, or 100 1.iM. The
pH was adjusted to the desired value. The sample solution was shaken for 48 hours at 200
rpm and 25 °C. The samples were then centrifuged for 30 minutes at approximately
10000 rpm to separate the aqueous and the solid phases. Three aliquots of the supernatant
were diluted with 1%HNO3for simultaneous determination of Fe and Al by ICP-OES.Analytical Methods
When citrate was present in the adsorption experiment dual liquid scintillation
counting (LSC) was used to determine citrate and/or U(VI) concentrations. LSCwas
performed on a Beckmann LS 7800 to determine the amount of(l,5-'4C) citrate and
233UO22in aqueous samples. An aqueous 1 mE sample from the adsorption experiment
was added to 10 mL of liquid scintillation fluid (LSF). The LSF used was Optifluor
(Packard), with a maximum water loading of approximately 20%. A time limit of 10
minutes or a 2error of less than 2 was considered to be adequate for gathering a
sufficient number of counts while constrained by the large number of samples to be
counted. Changes in ionic strength, pH, and dissolution from the sand sorbentwere found
not to influence the response of LSC for (1,5-'4C) citrate. U(VI) determination was
affected by the ionic strength of the aqueous sample. Therefore, external standardswere
used to help correct for the response of U(VI).
Samples containing only 238U(VI) were analyzed witha Fisons VG PlasmaQuad
11+ ICP-MS with a concentric nebulizer, and a Gilson 221 auto-sampler for sample
uptake. The mass scan was conducted in peak-jump mode withan acquisition time of
30 seconds per sample. An internal standard of 10 tg/L Bi (Bailey et al., 1993)was
added directly to the samples before they were analyzed by TCP-MS. A practical
detection limit of approximately I nM U(VI) was found for thesand/1JO22system.
A Jovin-Yvon JY2000 ULTRATRACE inductively coupled plasma-optical
emission spectrometer was used to quantify the aqueous concentrations of Fe and Al. The
emission wavelengths used were 259.94 nm for Fe and 396.15 nm for Al, with practical
limits of detection of approximately 6.2 .tg/L (0.1 jiM) and 28 jig/L (1 jiM), respectively.70
Results
Adsorption on Iron-rich Sand
The simultaneous adsorption of U(VI) and citrate as a function of pH is shown in
Fig. 3. 1. Figure 3. 1 a illustrates the affect of increasing concentrations of citrate on the
adsorption behavior of U(VI). The adsorption of U(VI) is generally decreased with
increasing concentrations of aqueous citrate. U(VI) adsorption is only slightly decreased
with I iM citrate, while no appreciable adsorption of U(VI) occurs in thepresence of
100 iM citrate. At 0-10 IIM citrate, citrate seems to have no effect on the adsorption
behavior of U(VI) below a pH of 5.5, but decreases U(VI) adsorption at pH 5.5-7. Also,
at equimolar concentrations of U(VI) and citrate (10 .tM), the concentration of U(VI)
adsorbed is generally unaffected by hydrogen ion concentration from pH 6-7.
Very little citrate adsorption was observed in the presence of U(VI), with the
greatest fraction adsorbed at 1 iM citrate and no adsorption at 100 jtM citrate (Fig. 3.lb).
The adsorption of citrate seems to be relatively unaffected by change of solution pH.
Figure 3.2 shows citrate adsorption on the iron-rich sand overa range of pH
values and citrate concentrations. Little adsorption of citrate was observed at 10 and
100 iM. At 1 jiM citrate, the percent adsorbed does reach 85-90%. As with citrate
adsorption in the presence of U(VI), the aqueous pH had little effect on the adsorption of
citrate at 10 and 100 jiM.71
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Figure 3.1. Adsorption data for the U(VI)/citrate/iron-rich sand system.
20 g/L sand BS-8, 0.01 M NaC1O4, open to atmospheric CO2. and
10 tM U(V1). A) U(VI) adsorption in the presence of citrate. B) Citrate
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Figure 3.2. The fraction of citrate adsorbed on natural iron-rich sand.20g/L
sand sample BS-8, 0.01 M NaC1O4, open to atmosphericCO2.
Fe and Al Dissolution
The aqueous concentration of Fe at 0-100 p.M citrate was determinedas a
function of pH (Fig. 3.3a). At 0 and 1 p.M citrate the aqueous iron concentration
decreased to pH 4.5 where the approximate detection limit of the ICP-OES is reached. At
10 and 100 p.M citrate, the dissolution behavior of iron at low pH is similar to the
dissolution behavior at 0 and 1 MM citrate. Above a particular pH value, theaqueous
concentration of Fe increases with increasing pH values (pH 5 for 10 .iM citrate and pH 4
for 100 jtM citrate). At 100 p.M citrate, the aqueous Fe concentration levels off at
approximately 1 p.M. This behavior may be caused by solubilization of all of the readily(A)-4.0
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Figure 3.3. Concentration of dissolved of Fe and Al from an iron-rich sandas
a function of pH. 20 g/L sand sample BS-8, 0.01 M NaCIO4, open to
atmospheric CO2. A) Dissolution of Fe in the presence of 0-100 l.LM citrate.
B) Dissolution of Al in the presence of 0-100 jiM citrate.74
available (amorphous) Fe. The largest amount of Fe released from the sand was
approximately 89 nmol/g which was 2.2% of the DCB extractable iron.
The qualitative behavior of the Al with increasing concentrations of citrate is the
same as Fe (Fig. 3.3b) with the total aqueous concentration of Al being approximately an
order of magnitude higher than the aqueous concentration of Fe at the same pH value.
The largest amount of Al released from the sand was approximately 280 nmol/g which
was approximately 7% of the DCB extractable aluminum.
Surface Alteration
Alteration of the iron-rich sand was probed in three ways: 1) determination of
extractable concentrations of iron and aluminum by a number of extraction techniques, 2)
determination of the surface area of the extracted sands, and 3) adsorption of U(VI) to the
extracted sands. Figure 3.4 shows the amount of iron and aluminum extracted from the
iron-rich sand, and the correlation of extractable iron and aluminum with the surfacearea
of the sand. As shown in Fig. 3 .4a, the DCB extractable iron and aluminum
concentrations, which represent the total extractable iron and aluminum in the sand,were
almost 4 tmol/g. The extraction of the sand with TOA, which represents the amorphous
iron and aluminum phases, extracted approximately 10% of the DCB extractable iron and
aluminum. CIT extraction was comparable to TOA for aluminum, but less ironwas
extracted with CIT than with TOA.
Figure 3 .4a also illustrates a strong correlation between the extracted iron and
aluminum and the percent decrease in surface area (p) from the sand extracted with AQ.
Figure 3 .4b illustrates the correlation between the surface area and the extractable iron(A) 5
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and aluminum is linear. The surface area of the sand decreases linearly as the extraction
technique removes more iron and aluminum from the sand. Linear regressions that
included either iron or aluminum as independent variables resulted in fairly linear but
poorer fits than the one in Fig. 3.4b.
Figure 3.5 represents the adsorption of U(VI) on iron-rich sand which was
previously treated with the three extractants: CIT, TOA, and DCB. No U(VI) adsorption
was observed on the sand which was extracted with DCB solution. The sand extracted
with TOA exhibited little affinity for the U(VI) at pH values below 5.5. Above this pH,
the percent U(VI) adsorbed increased to 12%. The absolute affinity of CIT extracted sand
for U(VI) was comparable to the TOA extracted sand. The percent U(VI) adsorbed
increased from pH 4.5-5.25, and then remained constant from pH 5.25-6.5.
Data from Figs. 3.la and 3.5a were used to compare the adsorption of U(VI)
when it was added simultaneously with citrate and when the sand was previously
extracted with CIT solution. The adsorption behavior (i.e. qualitative shapes of the
adsorption edges) of U(VI) for both cases is very similar, with the maximum amount of
U(VI) adsorbed being greater for simultaneous adsorption of 10 j.tM citrate and U(VI).70
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Adsorption on Iron-rich Sand
U(VI) adsorption data obtained for the natural sand sample had the same general
characteristics as the adsorption data gathered by others working with iron-rich minerals
(Hsi and Langmuir,1985,Payne et al.,1996;Waite et al.,1994;Redden et al.,1998).
Only one adsorption edge is shown in Fig. 3la at 10 .tM U(VI). Other adsorption data
were gathered but are not show. First, the pH adsorption edges occurred over one to two
pH units and were relatively smooth. Second, as the aqueous U(VI) concentration
increased the fraction of U(VI) adsorbed decreased at a particular aqueous pH. Third, the78
fraction of U(VI) sorbed at a given pH increased with sands that contained more DCB
extractable Fe. This observation is in agreement with the findings of Rosentretter et al.
(1998),who found a positive linear correlation betweenKDand the sum of the DCB
extractable iron and aluminum when studying U(VI) adsorption on similar iron-rich
sands.
The adsorption of citrate on the iron-rich sand samples (Fig. 3.2) seems to be
inconsistent with adsorption of anions by synthetic iron oxides (Redden et al.,1998,
Raven et al.1998;Geelhoed et al., 1997). First, over the pH range where anionic ligands
should be most strongly associated with a sorbent, the citrate has a very low adsorption
density. The citrate concentration has to be below 10 iM before the fraction of citrate
adsorbed is above 20%. Second, the adsorption of anions on sorbent surfaces as a
function of pH does not usually contain adsorption maxima(1 p.Mcitrate). The presence
of two adsorption maxima at 1 p.M citrate could be an experimental artifact, stemming
from the low concentration of citrate used and the difficulty in quantifying citrate at low
concentrations. We feel that this is not likely because of the non-erratic nature of the data
and because quantification of citrate by LSC was studied under a variety of conditionsto
ensure accurate determination of low concentrations of aqueous citrate. A more likely
explanation is that a dissolution-adsorption equilibrium exists, in which the adsorption of
citrate corresponds to iron and aluminum dissolution. This explanation is supported by
comparison of Fig. 3.2(1 p.Mcitrate) to Fig. 3.3a (10 and100 p.Mcitrate). Note that at
pH 5 the aqueous concentration of citrate is at its highest(1 p.Mcitrate, Fig. 3.2) and the
dissolved concentration of iron is at its lowest(10 p.Mcitrate, Fig. 3.3a). This
qualitatively agrees with the simple model of ligand-promoted dissolution, in which the79
dissolution rate of a mineral due to a specific ligand is proportional to the adsorbed
concentration of that ligand (Kraemer et al., 1998). The adsorption maxima in Fig. 3.2
may be also be present for 10 and 100 1iM citrate, the presence of these maxima cannot
be confirmed because of the small fraction of citrate adsorbed on the sand at these citrate
concentrations.
At pH values greater than 5.5 the adsorption of U(VI) decreases with increasing
aqueous citrate concentrations (Fig. 3. la). Comparison of Fig. 3. lb to Fig. 3.2 shows that
the adsorbed concentration of citrate at a particular pH value also decreases when U(VI)
is present in solution. This adsorption behavior could be explained by competition of
citrate and U(VI) adsorption sites on the iron-rich sand or a strong aqueous complex
between U(VI) and citrate in this pH range. The adsorption behavior of U(VI) and citrate
at 100 .iM citrate indicates that U(VI) and citrate are not competing for adsorption sites
on the surface of the sand. If competition of U(VI) and citrate for adsorption sites were
very important, either U(VI) or citrate would be adsorbed in some appreciable amount,
thereby covering the active adsorption sites. Yet, no adsorption occurs for either citrate of
U(VI) over the entire pH range. Therefore, the adsorption behavior of citrate in the
presence of U(VI) is not consistent with competition by U(VI) and citrate for adsorption
sites.
With no evidence for competition, the adsorption behavior of U(VI) and citrate
suggest a strong U(VI)-citrate solution complex may be integral in decreasing the
adsorption of U(VI) in the presence of citrate. Yet, the knownaqueous complexes of
citrate with U(VI) tend to be strongest at pH values below 6 and the concentration of
these complexes rapidly decreases in solution as the aqueous pH increases (under theseconditions). This may suggest surface alteration is the mechanism responsible for the
adsorption behavior of U(VI) (discussed below).
Fe and Al Dissolution
The dissolution of iron and aluminum from the sand is an important process that
is promoted by complexing agents. This dissolution can alter the solutionandsurface
chemistry of the system. As seen in Fig. 3.3, the dissolution behavior of iron and
aluminum in the presence of citrate is very similar. The dissolution behavior of iron and
aluminum at 0-1 iM citrate is indicative of a solution saturated with a solid.
Thermodynamic calculations for a variety of pure crystalline iron and aluminum phases
were completed, with ferrihydrite most closely resembling the experimental iron
dissolution from the sand at without citrate. The dissolution behavior of the sand is
consistent with a previous modeling study of iron-rich sand by Logue Ct al. (2000), in
which adsorption of U(VI) to the iron-rich sand was predicted reasonably well bya
surface complexation model calibrated for a synthetic ferrihydrite (Waite et al., 1994). A
number of thermodynamic calculations of dissolution of pure phase aluminum minerals
failed to adequately describe the dissolution of Al from the sand (without citrate).
At higher concentrations of citrate, the dissolution of iron and aluminum increases
at the higher pH values. The increased concentration at high pH indicates that iron and
aluminum are strongly interacting with the citrate in solution or on the surface. At 100
jiM citrate, the aqueous iron and aluminum concentrations become fairly constant above
pH 5. This behavior may be caused by solubilization of all of the readily available iron
and aluminum. If some readily available amorphous phases of iron and aluminumare81
present in the sand, the citrate may be able to dissolve only amorphous phases and not
more crystalline phases. The higher aqueous concentration of aluminum at a particular
pH indicates that the mixed phases of aluminum are much more vulnerable to leaching by
the citrate than solid iron phases.
Because the iron and aluminum concentrations extracted with citrate were
appreciable (Fig. 3.3), dissolution of the sand surface (surface alteration) must be
considered when explaining U(VI) adsorption behavior in the presence of citrate.
Surface Alteration
Figure 3.4 supports the strong correlation between extractable iron and aluminum
and the surface area of iron-rich sands found by Rosentretter et al. (1998). The correlation
between extracted concentrations of iron and aluminum and the surface area of the sand
proves that physical surface alteration by citrate does occur, but doesn't give strong
support to physical surface alteration as a means to justify the large decrease in U(VI)
adsorption seen in Fig. 3. 1 a. The slight decrease in surface area for the sand extracted
with CIT (Fig. 3 .4a) does not account for the decrease in U(VI) adsorption, considering
that at100 Mcitrate noU(VI)adsorbed to the sand over the entire pH range(Fig. 4.la).
Yet, comparison of CIT and TOA extracted Fe and Al (Fig. 4.4a) demonstrates that CIT
is an effective extractant of the amorphous phases of aluminum and to a lesser degree
iron. If the interaction of U(VI) with amorphous phases of iron and aluminum is
responsible for its adsorption behavior, the extraction of these small amounts of iron and
aluminum could still have a great affect on the adsorption properties of U(VI).82
Figure 3.5 conclusively shows that surface alteration is a major factor affecting
the adsorption behavior of U(VI) on the iron-rich sand in the presence of citrate.
Figure 3 5 illustrates that a sand previously extracted with CIT has little affinity for
U(VI). This suggests that CIT extracts the majority of the reactive surface sites of iron
and aluminum, which decreases the affinity of the sand for U(VI). The difference in the
U(VI) adsorption behavior between TOA and CIT at pH 4.5-6 can be explained by the
difference in the amount of iron that TOA and CIT extracted (Fig 3.4a). TOA extracts
more of the iron from the surface of the sand, causing less U(VI) to adsorb in this pH
range. Because the Al extracted by TOA and CIT is comparable, the aluminum on the
surface should be approximately the same. Therefore, if aluminum where the important
solid phase in this pH range, the adsorption behavior of U(VI) on TOA and CIT extracted
sands would be expected to be similar. This is not the case, which would suggest that at
lower pH values the iron on the surface is much more important to the adsorption of
U(VI) than other components of the sand. Also, at pH 6-7 the amount of U(VI) adsorbed
on TOA and CIT extracted sands is approximately the same. Similar adsorption of U(VI)
for these two sands suggests that Al may be the reactive surface phase at these higher pH
values.
When evaluating Fig. 3.4a and 3.5 together, it appears that there are different
levels of reactivity for the active iron phases. Little iron is extracted by CIT (Fig. 3.4a),
yet the decrease in U(VI) adsorption is dramatic for CIT extracted sand as compared with
adsorption of U(VI) by non-extracted iron-rich sand. Because of the dramatic decrease in
U(VI) adsorption with CIT extracted sand, it can be inferred that the most readily
extractable iron has the highest affinity for U(VI). TOA extracts only 10% of the totalDCB extractable iron, yet there is no adsorption of U(VI) below an aqueous pH of 5.25
and only 12% of the U(VI) adsorbs at the highest pH studied. The difference between the
adsorption of U(VI) on CIT and TOA extracted sands may indicate that there is another
level of reactivity for surface Fe that is extracted by TOA but not extracted by CIT.
Looking even further, a third level of reactive surface can be inferred when comparing
U(VI) adsorption on TOA and DCB extracted sand. Some adsorption of U(VI) is
apparent on TOA extracted sands, but no U(VI) adsorption occurs after extraction with
DCB. Because the TOA solution extracts only 10% of the DCB extracted Fe and Al, it
was found that most of the iron and aluminum phases (90% of the DCB extractable Fe
and Al) show little affinity for U(VI), and a very small amount of these phases are
responsible for the majority of the U(VI) adsorption. These observations support at least
three levels of reactivity for the iron-rich sand, which would have important implications
to surface complexation modeling of heterogeneous environmental sorbents. Differential
levels of reactivity for the iron-rich sand for U(VI) lends support to the argument that the
surface of heterogeneous materials cannot be represented accurately with only one
surface site and must be viewed as having multiple surface sites with variable reactivity.
In Figure 3.5, the qualitative adsorption behavior of U(VI) on the iron-rich sand
after extraction of the sand with CIT solution and in the presence of citrate (10 jiM)are
similar. The adsorption of U(VI) increases with increasing pH up to a certain pH value
and then becomes constant over the rest of the pH range. Also, the pH range where the
maximum U(VI) adsorption occurs is approximately the same for both adsorption edges.
If a less concentrated CIT solution was used to extract the sand, the absolute adsorption
of U(VI) on the extracted sand may have been much closer to the adsorption of U(VI) inthe presence of citrate. The qualitatively similar adsorption behavior for these two edges
supports the conclusion that surface alteration can be used to explain the adsorption
behavior of U(VI) on iron-rich sand in the presence of citrate.
Quantitative Model
We have attempted to quantitatively model this system by building on the initial
model for U(VI) adsorption on these sands from Logue et al. (2000). Attempts to
quantitatively model the data presented in this study have failed to adequately describe
the adsorption behavior of U(V1) in the presence of citrate. it is not surprising that current
methods of modeling, embodied by FITEQL 4.0 (Herbelin and Westall, 1999), where not
adequate to model the experimental data. A non-static adsorbing surface, the presence of
three levels of reactivity, changing physical characteristics of the sand, and adsorption of
U(VI) to a surface with simultaneous dissolution of the surface, all lend to the complexity
of this system and the difficulty in describing experimental data.
Conclusions
Surface alteration of natural iron-rich sands was studied as a possible explaination
for the adsorption behavior of U(V1) on natural iron-rich sands. Surface alteration by
citrate extraction changes the chemical reactivity and the bulk physical properties of the
sorbent. Alteration of the chemical composition of the surface was found to be the
determining factor in the adsorption of U(VI). As more iron and aluminum were
extracted from the sand, the U(VI) adsorption capacity of the sand decreased.
Soil washing remediation schemes (i.e., "pump and treat" methods) could be
greatly affected if surface alteration was the important mode affecting contaminantadsorption. It has been suggested that complexing agents be used to enhance the
solubility of metals, therefore decreasing the time necessary to "treat" a soil. If surface
alteration were a major mechanism in release of contaminant metals, instead of using a
complexing agent with high affinity for the target contaminant, one would use the
complexing agents with the best ability to remove the reactive surface. Also, the amount
of reactive surface (e.g., iron and aluminum oxides in the soil) would determine the
concentration of organic complexing agent and the length of treatment necessary to
extract contaminants from a soil.
Another important finding of this study was experimental evidence for at least
three levels of reactivity of the sorbent for U(VI). Evidence for an extremely reactive
phase of iron that can be extracted by citrate was found. Without this reactive surface
phase the adsorption of U(VI) dramatically decreases. Two other levels of reactivity of
the sand were indicated by different U(VI) adsorption affinities when the sand was
extracted with different solutions (DCB and TOA). These observations support the use of
multiple reactivity sites for surface complexation modeling of heavy metal adsorption
(e.g. strong and weak site types).
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The rates of reduction of carbon tetrachioride (CT) and nitrobenzene (NB) by
iron-oxide coated gold electrodes were studied to gain insight into the processes that
control reduction of groundwater contaminants by zero-valent iron permeable reactive
barriers. Fe(III)-oxide films were deposited on gold electrodes, and Fe(II) sites were
introduced into the films by controlled electrochemical reduction of a small fraction of
the Fe(III) in the oxide film. Mass transport kinetics were controlled through use of a
well-defined flow-through system similar to a wall-jet electrode. The factors affecting the
overall reduction rate were investigated by varying the Fe(II) content in the iron-oxide,
controlling the mass transport of electroactive species to the oxide surface, and varying
the thickness of the oxide film.
The rates of reduction of CT and NB were found to be independent of Fe(II)
content in the iron-oxide and were only slightly dependent on the rate of transport to the
surface of the oxide under a few sets of reaction conditions. Conversely, the rates of
reduction were greatly dependent on the thickness of the oxide film, with the reduction
rate decreasing as the oxide thickness increased. Evidence also suggests that the location
of the reduction reaction for CT and NB is at the gold surface. The results from this study
support the view that the oxide film acts as a barrier, inhibiting direct contact between the
gold electrode and the electroactive species, increasing the diffusion path length, and
creating sites for adsorption of electroactive species.
Introduction
The use of zero-valent metals as a medium for permeable reactive barriers (PRB)
for in-situ remediation of aquifers has produced encouraging results. Laboratory and field,JI
studies have been conducted to help understand the chemistry of the PRB system
(Tratnyek, 1996), with the rate of electroactive contaminant degradation on zero-valent
iron garnering the most focus (Johnson et al., 1996, Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996, Sayles
et al., 1997). Understanding what controls the rate of reduction of electroactive species in
PRBs is of considerable importance, because it has direct bearing on the design and
implementation of PRBs. When attempting to quantify the kinetics of reduction by zero-
valent iron, most workers have used bulk techniques, such as column or batch reaction
systems, with no control over the formation of oxide coatings on the zero-valent iron
(Sayles et al., 1997; Johnson and Tratnyek, 1994; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996). An
important next step in understanding the factors affecting rates of reduction is to separate
the underlying processes of reduction by zero-valent iron and quantify them (i.e.
adsorption of the electroactive species, mass transport limited degradation, growth of an
oxide-film). Some studies have been conducted to further this understanding. Scherer et
al. (1997) found the rate of carbon tetrachloride (CT) reduction on an oxide-free iron
electrode was limited by the transfer of electrons from the zero-valent iron to the CT, and
that the transport of CT to the surface of a rotating disk electrode did not significantly
affect the overall rate of reduction (pH 8.4 borate buffer, rotation rate: 100-3600 rpm,
k0b. =2.3x105cm s'). Li and Farrell's (2000) findings also support direct electron
transfer as the mechanism of CT reduction on iron and iron-Pd electrodes. Klausen et al.
(1995) found that the rate of reduction for a host nitro-aromatic compounds was
catalyzed by the interaction between Fe(II) and iron-oxide surfaces. Others have also
found that iron oxides catalyze reduction by Fe(II) (Seaman et al., 1999; Sørenson and
Thorling, 1991; Liger et al., 1999). Stratmann and MUller (1994) determined that the rate92
of molecular oxygen reduction was almost linearly dependent on the fraction of Fe(II) in
an Fe(III)-oxide.
Even with the large body of recent research, there are still issues that limit
progress toward a comprehensive understanding of the factors affecting the degradation
rate of contaminants in zero-valent iron PRBs. There is uncertainty as to how the
presence of an oxide film affects the reduction rate of electroactive species. The
relationship between the Fe(II) content of an oxide and the reduction rate is not well
understood, even though work has been initiated in this area (Stratmann and Muller,
1994,Klausen et al.,1995).There is also uncertainty as to what fundamental factor is
more important in reduction at an iron-oxide surface: the transport of the electroactive
species to the site of the reaction or the chemical reaction itself. Even more specifically,
if the transport of an electroactive species to a reaction site is important, is transport
through the pores of an oxide more important than transport to the surface of an oxide.
All of these issues are of great importance in identifying promising enhancements to full-
scale PRB remediation techniques.
In the current study, we have attempted to address two fundamental questions:
where is the location of the reduction reaction (i.e., at the surface of the oxide film, within
the oxide, or at the surface of the gold electrode) and what limits the rates of reduction of
CT and NB (i.e., transport to the surface of the oxide, transport through the oxide film, or
the rate of electron transfer to CT and NB). These questions were addressed by studying
the reduction of NB and CT in a well-defined flow-through system approximating a wall-
jet electrode configuration, which employed an iron-oxide coated gold electrode. The
factors affecting the overall reduction rate were investigated by varying the Fe(II) content93
in the iron-oxide, controlling the mass transport of chemicals to the oxide surface, and
varying the thickness of the oxide film. The results from this study indicate that the
location of reduction is at the surface of the gold electrode, and that transport of NB and
CT through the oxide film controls the observed rates of reduction. The effect of the
oxide on the rate of CT and NB reduction, can best be described with a physical barrier
model, where the iron-oxide decreases the rate of transport of CT and NB to the electrode
surface and reduces the reactive area of the electrode.
Experimental
Because of the extreme redox sensitivity of Fe(II) to oxygen at the elevated
aqueous pH values that were used in this study, all work with Fe(II) was done inside an
anaerobic glove box with a5% H2195% N2atmosphere circulated over a palladium
catalyst. A methylene blue indicator was used to monitor02concentrations inside the
glove box. All aqueous solvents (e.g., borate buffer solutions) were scrubbed for residual
02by bubbling with N2, which was initially passed through a high capacity oxygen trap
and an indicating oxygen trap.
Oxide Synthesis and Characterization
An Fe(III)-oxide was synthesized on a gold electrode by modifying the method
outlined by Stratmann and MUller(1994).Iron was electrodeposited from 0.2 M ferrous
ammonium sulfate (FAS) which had been previously purged with N2. The pH was
elevated by slowly adding ammonium hydroxide to the FAS solution until an aqueous pH
of 7.5 was reached. The iron was potentiostatically electrodeposited at a potential of 140
mV (vs. SHE) and increased to +200 mV (vs. SHE) as necessary for thicker oxides. Thecharge passed through the FAS solution was monitored until the desired amount of Fe
was electrodeposited on the Au electrode. The oxide-coated electrode was then washed
and placed immediately in a 0.1 MNa2SO4solution. Oxygen was bubbled through the
solution and the open circuit potential(V0) was monitored until it remained constant
(<0.5 mV/mm). The oxide-coated electrode was then added to N2 purged borate buffer
(0.07 M Na2B4O7, 0.15 M H3BO4, and 0.2 MNa2SO4,pH 8.7) in preparation for
reduction rate experiments.
Others have characterized the iron-oxides produced by similar methods
(Stratmann and MUller, 1994; Ernst, 1984). These studies indicate that the oxide is made
primarily of y-FeOOH (lepidocrocite).
Electrochemical Experiments
Two types of electrochemical experiments were conducted: small-amplitude
current-potential (SATE) curves and current transient experiments. The SATE experiments
were conducted to determine charge transfer kinetics (polarization resistance) of the iron-
oxide electrode itself, with various levels of Fe(I1) added. The oxide-coated electrode was
immersed in borate buffer in a three-electrode configuration with a AgIAgCI reference
electrode and a Pt° counter electrode. When Fe(II) sites within the Fe(III)-oxide were
desired, Fe(II) was added to the oxide electrochemically by holding the electrode at a
constant negative potential (usually 350 mV vs. SI-IF) to reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II) within
the oxide. The charge passed through the iron-oxide was monitored until the desired
amount of Fe(II) had been doped into the oxide. Potential sweeps of +100 mV were
applied to the electrode around the open circuit potential(V0)with a sweep rate of
250 mV/mm.Fe-oxide Coad Au Electr.idt Injection Loop Siine Pump
Figure 4.1. Experimental setup for current transient experiments with the
wall-jet electrode. Items on the left of the dashed line were stored inan
anaerobic glove box.
The second type of experiment conducted was a current transient experiment. In
these experiments, the rate of reduction of CT and NB was deduced from the increase in
current when a pulse of CT or NB was passed over the electrode in a flowing stream. A
well-defined flow-through system similar to a wall-jet electrode was used in these
experiments (Figure 4. 1). A thin layer cell from Bioanalytical Systemswas constructed
from three electrodes: a counter electrode (the stainless steel back block),an oxide-coated
gold electrode with a diameter of 1.5 mm, and a AgIAgCI reference electrode. Gaskets
were placed between the stainless counter electrode and the oxide-coated gold electrode
to create a space of approximately 160 tim. The reference electrode was placed within the
counter electrode block, downstream from the working electrode. A large capacity
syringe pump was used to create continuous flow in the cell.When conducting potentiostatic experiments on oxide-coated gold electrodes, a
background current was always present. At potentials necessary to reduce CT and NB,
the Fe(III) in the iron-oxide is also reduced. Therefore, the background current
corresponds to electrochemical generation of Fe(II). Determination of this background
current was necessary for all transient experiments; therefore, CT and NB could not be
added as components of the mobile phase. The CT and NB were introduced into the flow
cell through an injection ioop of approximately 10 mL. After injection of NB or CT, a
sharp rise in current follows, with the current due to reduction of the organic being the
difference between the final current (due to organic reduction and Fe(III) reduction) and
the baseline current (due to Fe(III) reduction).
Some experiments were conducted to determine the dependence of organic
reduction on mass transport to the surface of the oxide film from the bulk of solution. For
these experiments, the flow rate was systematically increased after the current had
become constant.
Results and Discussion
All current densities (j) are reported using the macroscopic surface area of the
gold electrode (7.07 mm2), without determining the surface area of the oxide or the
microscopic surface area of the gold electrode.
Current-Flow Behavior in a Wall Jet Electrode
A mode! system was studied to verifj that the electrochemica! behavior of the
flow cell (Figure 4.1) obeyed by the standard equations used to mode! mass transport
limited current. Oxygen was chosen as the model electroactive species. Figure 4.2 shows(A)-1000
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Figure 4.2. Behavior of oxygen on a bare Au electrode in a wall-jet cell.
273 iM 02 in borate buffer. A) Current-voltage curves of 02 on Au for a
range of flow rates. B) Dependence (log-log) of the limiting current (j) on the
flow rate (V).the dependence of the reduction of02at the gold electrode on the flow rate and the
applied potential.
A stagnant film model can be used to quantify the relationship between mass
transport of the oxygen to the electrode and the rate of reduction for the wall-jet flow cell.
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 describe the limiting current-flow relationship of a wall-jet
electrode where the diameter of the inlet port is much smaller than the diameter of the
working electrode (Yamada and Matsuda,1973).
j=_1i-(C0_C5) (4.1)
1/3S/I2r 3/4 1/25/4 ö=O.87icDv var (4.2)
wherej(Acm2)is the limiting current density, F is the Faraday constant, C° is the
concentration of an electroactive species in the bulk solution, Cs is the concentration of
the electroactive species at the surface,(cm) is the characteristic thickness of a stagnant
boundary layer, v is the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte, a is the diameter of the
inlet port, and r is the radius of the working electrode, and V is the flow rate. The limiting
current density is the potential region where the current becomes constant as the potential
is increasing. The current becomes constant when the concentration of electroactive
species at the surface(CS)becomes negligible when compared to the bulk concentration
(C°). When this occurs the current is said to be the mass transport limited current.
In Figure 4.2a, the potential region where mass transport is limiting is from about
-0.9to -1.1 V. Assuming the bulk concentration is constant, the current is dependent only
on the size of the diffusion layer(ö)when the applied potential is in the limiting region.
As seen from Equation 4.2,is controlled by the flow rate (V314). Therefore when
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are combined,jis proportional to V314. If the rate of reduction weresolely limited by transport of the electroactive species to the surface of the electrode from
the bulk of solution, a log-log plot of j as a function of V would give a straight line with a
slope of 0.75. As shown in Figure 4.2b, the slope of the log-log relationship is
approximately 0.75, which indicates that the mass transport limited rate of02reduction
on the gold electrode is adequately described by Equations 4.1 and 4.2. The limiting
current density (j) can be calculated directly from Equations 4.1 and 4.2). Although the
experimentally determined current densities are higher than the calculated current
densities, these values are of the correct order of magnitude.
Electrochemical CharacterizationofFe(III)-oxide Films
To ensure Fe(II) addition to the iron-oxide was reversible over the course of the
electrochemical experiments, theV0as a function of %Fe(II) was monitored before and
after complete oxidation of the iron-oxide (results shown in Figure 4.3). Initially,
increasing fractions of Fe(II) were added to the Fe(III)-oxide film electrochemically. The
V0of the iron-oxide was measured (solid circles) with increasing fractions of Fe(II).
Next, the iron-oxide was potentiostatically reoxidized to eliminate any Fe(II) in the oxide
film. The experiment was then repeated by doping Fe(II) sites into the Fe(III)-oxide and
measuring the V0at increasing fractions of Fe(II) (open squares).
The V0of the iron-oxide rapidly decreases as small fractions of Fe(II) are added
to the oxide. As more Fe(II) is added, the absolute rate of change of theV0decreases.
This behavior occurs both before and after reoxidation of the iron-oxide film. Also, the
absolute values of V0are approximately equal both before and after reoxidation of the
oxide film. Therefore, it appears that Fe(II) sites can be generated without irreversible
electrochemical or structural changes to the oxide. Stratmann and MUller (1994) also100
found that addition and removal of Fe(II) in a similar oxide in borate buffer is reversible.
Although when removed from the borate buffer solution the oxide irreversibly changes
morphology at fractions of Fe(II) > 2%.
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Figure 4.3. Reversibility of the addition and removal of Fe(II) sites in a
23.6 p.m Fe(III)-oxide film. The potential was 350 mV (vs. SI-IE) for the
addition of Fe(II) sites. The re-oxidation potential was +200 mV (vs. SHE).
It has been found that the ferrous ion-ferric oxide reaction is important in
determining the redox potential of natural fresh waters by Pt electrodes. Doyle (1968)
found a Nernstian relationship between the activity of ferrous iron and the redox potential
of natural waters as measured with a platinum electrode. A simple Nernstian model was
applied to the data in Figure 4.3. A log-linear relationship between the fraction of Fe(II)
andV0was evident, but the slope of this relationship was 106 mV. The large value ofthe slope is inconsistent with the Nernst equation because it indicates that only a fraction
of an electron is involved in Fe(III) reduction. Therefore, treating the iron-oxide as an
ideal solid solution and modeling the behavior in Figure 4.3 as simple Nernstian behavior
led to an inadequate description of the data.
SATE curves were also obtained for the iron-oxide at increasing fractions of Fe(II)
(Figure 4.4). As the Fe(II) increases within the oxide, the absolute value of the current
increases at a particular potential. Also, for small fractions of Fe(II) (<0.5%), the effect
of Fe(II) addition on the current is pronounced. Yet, at fractions of Fe(II) greater than or
equal to 0.5%, the measured current becomes relatively independent of increases in the
fraction of Fe(II).
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Figure 4.4. SATE curves for a 23.6 tm Fe(III)-oxide film in borate buffer with
various fractions of Fe(II).102
Although the Butler-Volmer equation (Equation 4.3) is typically meant for use
under the following conditions: no mass transport limitation on current, a one step
electron transfer mechanism, and a heterogeneous reaction of an aqueous electroactive
species on a bare electrode (Bard and Falkner, 1980), it did a good job of modeling SSIE
curves for this more complex system. Equation 4.3 was used to model the SSIE curves in
Figure 4.4,
j= e a (4.3) i0Ee
(1-ct )n
where j is the net current density, j0 is the exchange current density,aais the anodic
transfer coefficient, c'.is the cathodic transfer coefficient, n is the number of electrons
involved in the reaction,f= F/RT, and ii is the overpotential (V-V0). The exchange
current density (j0)is the magnitude of the cathodic or anodic currents when the net
current density (j) is zero (atV0). The transfer coefficients(ciaand a) are dependent on
the shape of the potential energy curve for the anodic and cathodic electron transfer
reactions.
Table 4.1 reports the values ofj0,lcia,and ct for a non-linear least squares fit of
the SSIE data in Figure 4.4 according to Equation 4.3. The values ofj0confirm the trend
in Figure 4.4, where j0 increases rapidly for small fractions of Fe(II) and levels off at
about 44.tA/cm2as the %Fe(II) within the oxide increases. Similar values of Iciaand a
indicate that the shape of the potential energy curve for removal and addition of Fe(II)
sites is fairly symmetrical. The addition and removal of Fe(II) over the course of the SSIE
experiments seemed to be reversible as evidenced by reproducible SSIE curves for
multiple potential sweeps (not shown). Note that the behavior ofV0as a function of the
fraction of Fe(II) in the oxide-film is similar to the behavior of the exchange current,103
where the V0changes rapidly for small fractions of Fe(II) and changes less rapidly as the
fraction of Fe(II) in the film increases.
Table 4.1. Comparison of a. andj0of a23.6jim iron-oxide with
variable amounts of Fe(II).
%Fe(II)a j0(jiA/cm) 1ia
0 21.2 0.27 0.21
0.3 31.1 0.30 0.20
0.5 38.2 0.31 0.19
1.1 43.8 0.28 0.21
2.2 45.3 0.27 0.22
Calculated by dividing the measured amount of Fe(lIl) by the calculated amount of Fe(II).
b0
Oa,and aa were adjusted to fit the SATE data inFigure 4.4 by a nonlinear least squares
optimization routine.
Mass TransportofEleciroactive Species
Figure4.5shows the data from a typical transient experiment, in which the
current density tracks the concentration as a pulse of NB passes the electrode surface.
The electroactive species was then injected into the flow cell. A sharp rise in the current
density above the baseline(27jiA/cm2) follows, with the difference between the
measured current density and the baseline current density attributable to the reduction of
NBor CT. In Figure4.5, NBwas injected at a flow rate of40mL/hr. The flow rate was
increased twice while NB was passing through the flow cell(40mL/hr initial,150mL/hr
at260s, and400mL/hr at310s). Slight increases in current can be observed shortly after
these increases in flow rate. As the NB leaves the flow cell a sharp drop in current
follows, and the current returns to the baseline value. The behavior of the current inFigure4.5,when increasing the flow rate, was observed in almost all current transient
experiments to various degrees.
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Figure 4.5. Injection of NB from a 10 mL injection ioop into the wall jet flow
cell:310 pMNB in borate buffer,-350mV (vs. SI-IF), 1.1% Fe(II), and
0.92 l.tm oxide-film. The flow rate ranged from40mL/hr to400mL/hr.
The question arises whether the maximum current (in Figure4.5)is due to an
exhaustion of the available electroactive species, mass transport of the electroactive
species to the surface of the oxide film, or some other process. The first possibility can be
addressed by calculating the amount of NB and CT actually reduced at the electrode.
Calculations for310 p.MNB (at40mL/hr) indicate that approximately3.44nmol NB are
passed over the working electrode every second. Using thehighestexperimental
reduction rate found for NB of 110p.A/cm2and a two electron reduction reaction, NB is105
reduced at a rate of 40 pmol s'. Therefore, only about 1% of the NB passing through the
flow cell is reduced. Similar calculations for CT indicate that only 0.1% is reduced (at the
highest experimental reduction rate found for CT).
We can determine the effect of mass transport to the surface of the oxide film on
the reduction rate by studying the rise in current density as the flow rate over the oxide
film is varied (Figure 4.5). If the increase in current in the transient experiment were
attributable to the increase in flow (i.e. the rises in current are exclusively due to changes
in mass transport), we can quantify the relationship between mass transport of the
electroactive species to the surface of the oxide and the rates of reduction by using a
stagnant film model for the wall-jet flow cell (Equations 4. 1 and 4.2). As stated above,
the important feature of this model is thatj is proportional to V314. Therefore, if the rate of
reduction were solely limited by transport of the organic to the surface of the oxide film
from the bulk of solution, a log-log plot of j as a function of V would give a straight line
with a slope of 0.75. Reported in Table 4.2 are the slopes of a log-log plot of reduction
current as a function of flow rate for various iron-oxides. The slopes are much smaller
than 0.75, which indicates that mass transport of NB and CT to the surface of the oxide
has little control over the observed rates of reduction.
These calculations along with Table 4.2, provide strong evidence that exhaustion
of the electroactive species and mass transport of NB and CT to the surface of the oxide-
film are not limiting the overall rate of reduction and that the maximum current density in
Figure 4.5 must be due to some other process.106
Table 4.2. Effect of flow rate to the surface of the iron-oxide on the
reduction rate of NB and CT.
Slope of 1o2
CT
j vs 1o2 V
NB
Oxide Thickness
(plm)a
0.098 0.060 0.92
0.049 0.018 2.06
0.013 0.001 8.10
0.037 0.009 11.2
0.170 0.098 23.7
aCalculated by assuming a density for y-FeOOH and using the mea.sured
concentration of Fe(III) for each oxide.
Concentrationof NBand CT
The concentrations of CT and NB were varied to determine if the rate of reduction
is first order in concentration. Figure 4.6 illustrates the concentration dependence of the
current density for 3 10-77.5 M NB and 63 1-158 1iM CT. As shown by Figure 4.6, the
concentration dependence of current is first order (linear) and can be easily explained by
Equation 4.4.
j=nF'r° (4.4) r. obs '
where k0b5 (i.im s') is the rate constant of the reduction reaction.7
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Figure 4.6. Current density of NB and CT reduction as a fi.inction of the
concentration of electroactive species on a 8.1 .tm oxide film. Potentiostat at
-350mV (vs. SHE) in borate buffer with a flow rate of 40 mL/hr. Linear
regression of the data produced lines with the following statistics:
j=29.6x103CO3R2=0.99 for NIB,j = 7.5x103CO3R2=0.98 for CT.
Fe(II) Contentofthe Iron-Oxide
Figure 4.7 illustrates how the fraction of Fe(II) in the iron-oxide affects the
reduction rate of NB and CT. The current due to reduction of CT and NB remains
constant as Fe(II) is electrochemically added to the iron-oxide, indicating that there is
little dependence of reduction rates on the amount of Fe(II) contained in the iron-oxide.
Conversely, the reduction rate of02was found to be dependent on the amount of Fe(II)
in the Fe(III)-oxide film, both in the current study (not shown) and by Stratmann and
MUller (1994). Also, the reduction rate of NB has been found to be dependenton the108
amount of Fe(II) adsorbed to an iron-oxide with110zero-valent metal present (Klausen et
al., 1995).
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Figure 4.7. Dependence of rate on the fraction of Fe(II) present in the iron-
oxide. Potentiostat at -350 mV (vs. SI-IE) in borate buffer with a flow rate of
40 mL/hr.
Assuming the Fe(II) sites are uniformly distributed throughout the oxide film, it
seems that the location of CT and NB reduction is not at Fe(II) sites within the oxide
film. The independence of CT and NIB reduction on the Fe(II) content of the oxide film
could be explained in two ways. First, CT and NB may not be penetrating the iron-oxide
and only reacting at the surface of the oxide film, whereas,02is able to flow into the
pores of the oxide and react with the Fe(II) in the oxide film. If NIB and CT were reacting
only at the surface of the oxide film, the addition of Fe(II) sites within the film wouldnot109
influence their reduction rates. Second, CT and NB may only react on the gold surface
and not with the Fe(II) incorporated in the Fe(III)-oxide. Therefore, no matter what
fraction of Fe(II) is in the oxide film, the CT and NB would react at the same rate on the
gold electrode (for the same oxide). To differentiate between these two mechanisms, the
effect of thickness on the rates of NB and CT reduction was explored (see below).
Thicknessofthe Iron-Oxide
The dependence of k0b (calculated with Equation 4.4) on the thickness of the
iron-oxide (d) is reported in Table 4.3. The experimentally determined rate constants for
each electroactive species on a bare gold electrode are also reported in Table 4.3 for
reference to the maximum rate possible in these experiments. A two electron reduction
reaction was assumed for CT and NB, and a four electron reaction was assumed for
oxygen. It should be noted that we did not verify whether 02 reduction was mass
transport limited on an oxide-coated gold electrode.
The value of k0b ranges three and two orders of magnitude for NB and CT,
respectively (when an oxide film is present). It is obvious that oxide thickness controls
the rate of reduction for both CT and NB. Yet, it cannot be discerned with Table 4.3
whether the CT and NB are being reduced at the surface of the oxide or the gold
electrode.110
Table 4.3. Rate of reduction for electroactive species on a bare gold
electrode and Fe(III)-oxide coated gold electrodes of various thickness.
Oxide
Thickness
(1m)a CT
kobs (tm s')°
NB 02
no oxide 3.93 + 0.17 20.4 ± 0.39 20.4 ± 1.05
0.92 1.37±0.12 17.0±0.43 ND
2.06 2.58±0.21 18.4±0.65 variable
8.10 0.479±0.086 1.39±0.037 ND
11.2 0.469±0.0130.274±0.023 ND
23.7 0.022±0.0120.012±0.002 ND
aCalculated by assuming a density for y-FeOOH and using the measured concentration of Fe(III) for
each oxide.
Calculated with a 2 electron reaction for CT and NB and a 4 electron reaction for02.
To differentiate between the possible locations of reduction, the shapes of the
current transients were studied to determine if the thickness of the oxide had any control
over the time necessary for reduction rates to reach their final values. Figure4.8shows
the lag time of NB reduction for three different oxides. The current is normalized to its
final value and to is the initial injection of the NB. The time necessary for the current to
reach its final value increases with increasing oxide thickness. This indicates that as the
thickness increases the NB must travel a longer distance to reach the site of the reduction
reaction. Therefore, theNBmust be travel into the oxide to be reduced, indicating that
the location ofNBreduction is at the surface of the gold electrode. Similar results were
obtained for CT.1.2
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Figure 4.8. Time necessary for the current due to NB reduction to reach its
final value for oxide films of various thickness. Potentiostat at -350 mV (vs.
SHE) in borate buffer with a flow rate of 40 mL/hr.
If the thickness of the oxide film controls the rate of reduction, mass transport
through the oxide may be the rate-limiting step in the reduction of CT and NB.
Equation 4.5 describes kinetics limited by mass transport of chemicals through porous
media.
k --- (4.5) mt
d
whereis rate constant that is used to quantify steady-state mass transport througha
film, in this case, the oxide film.Deffis the effective diffusion coefficient of CT or NB
within the iron-oxide film and d is the thickness of the oxide film. The effective diffusion
coefficient is some value lower than the diffusion coefficient of a chemical in electrolyte112
solution. Several factors can act to reduceDeff,such as: tortuosity, retardation, and
constrictivity. It should be noted that Equation 4.5 does not take into account the
reduction of electrode surface area available when the oxide film is deposited. Also, the
surface area of gold available for facilitating the electron transfer reaction may or may
not be constant as oxides of increasing thickness are deposited on the electrode. The
important element of Equation 4.5 is that the rate of reduction is proportional to d'.
Figure 4.9 represents the experimental data in these terms.
Except for the thinnest oxide film (Table 4.3), there is a good correlation between
the experimental kobs values and d'. Therefore, although Equation 4.5 does not account
for some possible phenomena (i.e., changes in electroactive area of the electrode and
changes inDeffat different oxide thickness), the relationship between k0b5 and the oxide
thickness can be modeled by this equation for most of the data. The model provides
evidence that the rate of reduction is controlled by mass transport through the oxide film.
The tortuosity, constrictivity, and retardation factors that determine the value of
Deffcan all change as oxide thickness changes. At constant oxide thickness, tortuosity and
constrictivity should be fairly similar for NB and CT, because the molar volumes of these
two compounds are very similar (assuming molar volume is a good indicator of special
similarity). The diffusion coefficients of NB and CT in aqueous solution are also
reasonably similar(-9.5x1O6 cm2sd). This similarity indicates that differences in
retardation of NB and CT are most likely responsible for the differences in k0b at small
oxide thickness (< 11.2 l.Lm), with CT retarded by the iron-oxide to a greater extent than
NB. To our knowledge, specific adsorption of CT and NB on Fe(III)-oxides of this type
have not been experimentally determined.IiI
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Figure 4.9. Dependence of the observed rate constant on mass transport
through the oxide. Potentiostat at -350 mV (vs. SHE) in borate buffer witha
flow rate of 40 mL/hr.
As seen in Figure 4.9, NB is more sensitive to changes in oxide thickness than
CT. This enhanced sensitivity can be explained by considering the relative effect of
constrictivity on NB and CT transport through the oxide film. NB is a much more rigid
molecule than CT and would have to orient itself before entering small pores near the
electrode surface, whereas, because of its greater flexibility, CT would not sufferas much
from these constraints. If we assume that the pores near the electrode surface are114
becoming smaller as more iron is deposited on the electrode, the reduction rate of NB
would be more sensitive to changes in oxide thickness.
Steric limitations could also explain the non-zero intercepts for both CT and NB
in Figure4.9.The non-zero intercept for NB and CT can be explained if we consider that
as the oxide thickness increases, diffusion paths near the gold surface may decrease in
size and even fill in completely. Therefore, because of steric limitations, the reduction of
CT and NB could effectively cease before the oxide was infinitely thick.
Considering Figures4.8and4.9,the location of the reduction reaction for CT and
NB appears to be at the surface of the gold electrode.
Where does CT and NB reduction lake place and what limits the rateof
reduction?
Mass transport to the surface of the oxide and the fraction of Fe(II) within the
Fe(III)-oxide have little effect on the reduction rates of CT and NB. Conversely, the rates
of reduction greatly depend on thickness of the iron-oxide, with mass transport through
the oxide film playing an important role in the rate of CT and NB reduction (Figure4.9).
The thickness of the oxide film affects not only the magnitude of k0b, but also the shape
of the current transient, increasing the time necessary for the current to reach its final
value. It is obvious from Figures4.8and4.9that the CT and NB must enter the oxide
film to be reduced. If these compounds were being reduced at the Fe(II) sites within the
film, it would be expected that the fraction of Fe(II) in the oxide would influence the rate
of reduction of NB and CT. This is not the case.
Based on the evidence presented in this study, the reduction reaction of CT and
NB is most likely occurring at the surface of the gold electrode, with transport throughus
the film limiting rates of reduction. Therefore, it appears that the oxide acts as a physical
barrier, inhibiting direct contact between the gold and the electroactive species,
increasing the diffusion length (tortuosity), and creating adsorption sites for the NB and
CT (retardation).
Conclusions
The rates of CT and NB reduction are controlled by the thickness of the oxide
film. It was found that the fraction of Fe(II) within the oxide film was unimportant in
determining the rates of reduction of these two compounds, and that CT and NB
penetrate the oxide film before being reduced. Therefore, the location of CT and NB
reduction is near the surface of the gold electrode. The oxide film acts as a physical
barrier to restrict contact between the gold electrode and the electroactive species, with
mass transport through the oxide being the rate limiting step in the reduction reaction.
The observations found in this study may explain the large difference in literature
values sited for the reduction constants of CT on elemental iron. Most workers attempting
to measure these rate constants use column or batch type experiments with no control
over the growth or type of oxide film on elemental iron. As seen in Table 4.3, the
observed rate constant (kobs) can differ by two orders of magnitude, depending on the
thickness of an oxide film. Little control over the type and size of an oxide film in batch
or column experiments may account for literature values that differ by two orders of
magnitude (Johnson et. al, 1996).
The findings of this study have important implications for remediation usingzero-
valent metal PRBs. Our investigation suggests that reduction of CT and NB byzero-
valent metal PRBs can be enhanced in one of two ways: 1) limit the thickness ofan oxide116
film on a zero-valent metal or 2) enhance the reduction rate of the metal for the
electroactive species of interest (e.g. adding a catalyst to the metal). The first option may
be difficult when considering the difficulty in controlling the thickness of oxides in
aqueous environmental systems. Cathodic protection has been suggested as a means of
increasing the effective lifetime of a Pd catalyst on zero-valent iron (Li and Farrell, 2000)
and may be one way to slow the growth of oxides on zero-valent metals. Enhancing the
reduction rate of zero-valent metals in PRBs seems to a promising option. Several
investigations have tried to use this idea with varying degrees of success (Cheng et al.,
1997, Muftikian et al., 1996; Li and Farrell, 2000). Most have observed limited lifetimes
for the enhancements because of buildup of obstructing oxides, loss of the catalyst from
the supporting medium, poisoning of the catalysts, or other problems. If these limitations
can be overcome, it seems that increasing the activity of the metal for an electroactive
species of interest is a promising way to enhance degradation of organic contaminants
with PRBs.
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Chapter 5: Summary
Some processes by which iron-oxides affect the transport and degradation of
inorganic and organic contaminants in the subsurface environment were studied. Iron-
oxides were found to control the adsorption of U(VI) on iron-rich sands. Extraction of
U(VI) from these materials could be promoted by the use of citrate, of which the primary
effect was dissolution of the oxide rather than complexation of U(VI). The thickness of
the oxide film was the determining factor in the rate of carbon tetrachloride (CT) and
nitrobenzene (NB) reduction on an iron-oxide coated gold electrode.
With regard to the modeling of U(VI) adsorption on iron-rich sands, a number of
conclusions could be reached. A classical surface complexation model, based on
published parameters that were derived for a pure iron-oxide, predicted adsorption to
natural materials remarkable well. This result indicates that U(VI) adsorption on the sand
behaves almost as if U(VI) were adsorbing to a pure iron-oxide. Then, at least for some
heterogeneous environmental sorbents, a preliminary model can be produced from
published parameters and simple characterization of the environmental sorbent. Even
though the model calibrated on pure iron-oxides does a good job modeling U(VI)
adsorption on the natural sands, it appears that calibrating the model on natural sands
produces a much better model of the true U(VI) adsorption behavior. Lastly, affinity
spectrum models are more effective at representing real material over a range of uramum
concentrations than are classical 1- or 2-site models.
The presence of organic complexing agents in the subsurface can greatly
complicate adsorption phenomena. In this study, addition of citrate to extract U(VI) from
iron-oxide coated sands resulted in dissolution of the iron-oxide and removal of120
adsorption sites. This surface alteration by citrate extraction was found to change both the
chemical reactivity (i.e., removal of extremely reactive iron-oxides) and the bulk physical
properties (i.e., decrease in specific surface area) of the iron-rich sorbent. Alteration of
the chemical composition of the surface, resulting a decrease in affinity of the sorbent,
was found to be the determining factor in the adsorption of U(VI). Over the course of this
study, experimental evidence was also found for an extremely reactive phase of iron that
is extracted by citrate. Without this reactive surface phase the adsorption of U(VI)
dramatically decreases. Two more levels of reactivity of the sand were indicated when
the sand was extracted with different extraction techniques. Multiple levels of affinity for
U(VI) by the iron-rich sand support the use of multiple reactivity sites for surface
complexation modeling of heavy metal adsorption (e.g. strong and weak site types).
The rates of CT and NB reduction were controlled by the thickness of an iron-
oxide film. CT and NB were found enter the oxide film to be reduced, yet the fraction of
Fe(II) within the oxide film was unimportant in determining the rates of reduction of
these two compounds. The results of this study suggest that the oxide film acts as a
physical barrier to restrict contact between the gold electrode and the organic
contaminants. The location of reduction of CT and NB was determined to be near the
surface of the gold electrode and mass transport through the oxide being the rate limiting
step in the reduction reaction.121
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